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A Perpetual Inventory of
National Wealth
RAYMOND W. GOLDSMITH
This paper has evolved, on the one hand, from an attempt at atheoretical
foundation of measuring national wealth, published in VolumeTwelve
of this series - The Measurement of National Wealth in a Systemof
Social Accounting'; and on the other, from an extensive studyof the sav-
ing process in the United States since 1897, in which I have beenengaged
for two years. As most of the underlying data, methods ofestimation,
results, and problems of interpretation will be discussed in one part or
another of the Saving Study, I describe here only the basicapproach and
smnmanze the findings as far as they bear on theestimation of tangible
national wealth.
assistance in calculating many of the figures 1 am indebted to Charlotte Hanley
Scott and Hany Shulman.A B.sIc APPROACH
Few will deny, I hope, that one of the most significant advances economics
has made during the last generation - one of the few, detractors will say
- has been the developmentof the social accounting approach from
rudimentary beginnings into an elaborate conceptual system, an extensive
body of data filling many of the boxes set up by the theorists, and a recog-
nized guide for public policy. This advance, however, has so far been
markedly one-sided. Practically all the efforts of both theorists and prac-
titioners of social accounting have been devoted to the revenue account
in the form in which it appears in the national income statements now
being issued annually for an increasing number of countries.
The almost complete neglect of the balance sheet aspect of social
accounting may seem strange when the balance sheet is so obviously an
integral part of the accounts of any business enterprise or even of any other
economic unit such as a household, and when the integration of balance
sheet and income account is an essential feature of the system of modern
double entry bookkeeping that underlies, or should underlie, social ac-
counting. There were, of course, reasons for this predominant emphasis
on the income account. The data were easier to obtain, especially on a
short term basis; and the resulting figures were of more immediate interest
for the economic analyst and the framer of public policy. For a decade
or two so much was to be done in the field of national income that the
neglect of national wealth did not seriously impede progress. Now, how-
ever, the time seems to have come to bring up the rear - the balance sheet
of the system of social accounts.
Not only has theoretical work on national wealth, as opposed to
national income, lagged but the essential practical task of setting up an
annual balance sheet of the economy has hardly been started. In the
United States only two attempts have been made.' Both cover only a
relatively short period on an annual basis - the National Industrial Con-
ference Board study 1922-37, the Notre Dame study 1922-33; both are
confined to tangible assets, and what is most important, neither is tied
into a system of social accounting or integrated with existing national
income statistics. Abroad, as far as a rapid survey of the published ma-
terial indicates, almost nothing seems to have been done in the direction
of building up an annual balance sheet as a part of national accounts.
'Studies in Enterprise and Social Progre&s (National Industrial Conference Board,
1939), Part ifia; E. A. Keller, A Study of the Physical Assets, Sometimes Called
Wealth, of the United States, 1922.33 (University of Notre Dame, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research, 1939).
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The absence of a complete counterpart to annual national income state.
ments, however, does not mean that no progress has been made toward an
annual balance sheet of the nation's economy. Indeed, in this country at
least, material has steadily though slowly accumulated that, while not
collected or designed for this purpose, will be usable in making up annual
national balance sheets. Most of these building blocks have become avail-
able only during the last 10-15 years, notably the data on expenditures
for new tangible assets and on mortgage debt, and most recentlythe
sample surveys of individuals' assets and liabilities. Some of these blocks,
it is true, are not yet exactly in the shape in which they would fitinto a
national balance sheet. Other key blocks are still missing.Nevertheless,
what remains to be done should not obscure the substantialadvances that
have been made, even if from the viewpoint of the nationalwealth analyst
they were often fortuitous.
There are five basic methods, besidesmany hybrid ones, by which
statistics of national wealth can be preparedon an annual basis.
Taking a census of wealth, every economic unitin the nation report-
ing on a uniform basis all its assets and liabilities.
Blowing-up statements of a sample of economicunits, based on their
regular annual balance sheetsor on special inquiries.
Basing an index of tangibleassets on physical characteristics,such
as acreage of land and number of buildings,machines, and vehicles of
different types, possibly refinedby introducing weights basedon indicators
such as cubage, horsepower,yield classes, or age.
Cumulating estimates ofannual net savings of alleconomic units.
Cumulating depreciated capitalexpenditures.
Of these potential methods,the first and thirdcan be eliminated from
practical consideration ifannual data are wanted. Nocomprehensive census of wealth based on standardizedreports from all economicunits has ever been taken,and it is unlikely thatone will be introduced inany countiy on an annual basisor even at longer intervals in theforeseeable future. Significantgroups of economic units,notably businesscorpora. tions, and importanttypes of tangible assets, suchas farms and dwellings, have, however, beencovered by this method,although usuallymore than twelve months apart.
Quantity indices oftangible assetsare still so rough, andprobably will remain so for a long time,that they are hardlyusable for intervalsas short as a year. Theymay, however, be of valuefor long termor inter- national comparisons2
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so far been ruled out bythe absence of estimates covering asufficiently
long period. Even if such estimates wereavailable, they would not neces-
sarily give information on the different typesof physical assets constituting
national wealth. Moreover, it would be very difficultto transform annual
estimates, which perforce reflect the pricesprevailing during the period
of saving, into aggregates expressed in the currentprices of the later date
for which a wealth estimate is desired. Thisapproach, however, in con-
trast to the third and fifth, can yieldinformation on the distribution of
wealth among groups of economic units, if savingis estimated continu-
ously for different groups of savers and the difficultyof translating original
cost into current prices can be overcome.
The method of combining sectional balancesheets from samples of
different coverage undoubtedly holds great promise.Certain large units
(the federal government, states and cities, and corporations)could be
completely covered and a stratified sample taken ofsmaller units, par-
ticularly unincorporated businesses, farms, and nonfarmhouseholds.
The great advantage of this approach is that it easilyprovides separate
figures for the major economic groups, and within themfor units of
different size or other characteristics; and that it covers bothtangible
and intangible assets. Its main drawback is the lack ofuniformity in the
basis of valuation, information for households being obtainable more
expeditiously in current prices, while that for business enterprisesand
governmental units is available under present accounting methods onlyin
terms of original cost. Another shortcoming, and anobvious one, is that
the method can be applied only to the future, not to the past.
If we want to build up in the near future a series ofannual national
wealth statements either currently or for the past we must, it seems,rely
basically on the method described in this paper. Themethod was chosen
for annual national wealth statements since 1896 not only becauseother
estimates are by their very nature not applicable to the past or are not
yet adaptable to annual estimates, but because itseemed to be the most
promising approach to a consolidated annual national balancesheet. Be-
cause it provides a continuous, up-to-date pictureof reproducible tangi-
ble wealth, and with some closely tied-in additions, of virtuallyall wealth,
it has been called the Perpetual Inventory of NationalWealth (referred
to briefly as P1). The main reasons for selecting thisapproach may be re-
stated as follows:
All basic data are available annually.
Comparable estimates can be prepared at even shorterintervals than
a year.
Once the estimates for one benchmark date are set,they can be kept
up to date relatively easily.




in reproducible assets valued at original cost being measured by the excess
of expenditures on durable goods over depreciation allowances, a dif-
ference necessarily equal to the excess of current income overcurrent
expenses.
Substantial detail is provided on the physical categories of wealth.
The method is easily adapted to different definitions of national wealth;
for instance, consumer durables and semidurablesmay be either included
or omitted.
The figures are uniform and comparable in derivationfor tangible
reproducible durable assets, a large part of total national wealth.
The method lends itself relatively easilyto the transformation from
original cost, in which the dataare first expressed, to base period and
current prices.
The estimates can be checked periodicallyagainst census-type data,
facilitating the appraisal of the margins oferror.
The spots where additionalor better statistics are needed become evi-
dent as the estimatesare built up.
Last but not least, we know atevery step what we are doing. Other
approaches often leave us uncertain about thecrucial question of the
character and uniformity of the underlyingvaluation.
B DERIVATION OFA PERPETUAL INVENTORy OF NATIONAL
WEALTH SINCE 1896
1 CAPITALIZABLEEXPENDITURES
The principle underlyingestimates of reproducible tangibleassets for the P1 is the cumulation ofdepreciated capital expenditures,adjusted for changes in costsor prices, to obtain for any desired datereplacement cost, current or 1929 prices.Hence, attention has to beg..ven to the three
constituents of the estimates:(1) capital expenditures incurrent prices; (2) depreciationallowances; and (3) thetranslation of both expendi- tures and depreciationallowances into (a) 1929prices, (b) replacement cost, (c) current pricesas of inventory date, and possibly(d) wage units.
a Scope
The measurement of capitalexpenditures in current pricesraises two ques- tions: what types ofassets are to be consideredand how are they to be valued?
The most comprehensivedefinition embraces alltangible assets within the country, whatever thelength of their useful life.Generally, however, assets with a useful life of less thanabout 6 monthsare excluded. Some- times the limit is set higher- at 2 or 3 years. The criterion is theaverage
ha
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life of a certain asset in its original economic function, not the actual
period duringwhichit exists in unchanged physical form.
The line between physical assets that are regarded as belonging to and
are excluded from national wealth is purely a matter of convenience.
It is advisable to choose the broadest definition that can be handled
statistically, but to segregate perishable (average life less than about 6
months), seinidurable (6 months to 2 or 3 years), and durable assets, so
that every user can arrange the estimates to suithispurposes. To be useful
in economic analysis at least producers' plant and equipment; inventories
in the hands of producers and distributors; consumers' holdings of dur-
able, sexmdurable, and perishable commodities, and residential and non-
residential structures should be estimated separately. The finer the further
subdivision the better. Residential structures, for instance, may be sub-
(kta, divided by type into farm, 1- to 4-family, and multifamily dwellings; non-
residential structures into industrial, public utility, commercial, and public
beCOOIII en- buildings, with possible additional detail by industry or technical char-
acter. Equally important is a further subdivision by ownership into cor-
doing. OIb porate, noncorporate, institutional, and public properties for the main
tie types of assets.
Fundamentally capital expenditures should be so defined that they
alone give rise to tangible reproducible assets in a consolidated national
balance sheet prepared on business accounting principles. In the case of
AL newly produced assets this means that the full cost to the first owner within
the nation is regarded as a capital expenditure. In the case of equipment,
capital expenditures would comprise producers' sales prices plus all
transportation, installation, and distribution charges including excise
assctsd tie es and distributors' profits. For structures, they would comprise not only
materials and wages but also the cost of preparing and landscaping the
repa building lot, as well as architects' fees, builders' overhead, and builders'
he or real estate dealers' profits.
It is more difficult to decide to what extent expenditures on additions,
alterations, repairs, and maintenance by the first or by later owners should
be reckoned as capital expenditures. Additions obviously should be
)-- treated like new construction. The decision about expenditures on altera-
tions and repair and maintenance depends upon the treatment of depre-
ciation allowances. If depreciation rates are so set that they amortize only
the original cost over the useful life of the asset - the approach in the
calculations described here - maintenance and repair expenditures are
not capitalized at all, and alterations are capitalized as far as they would
have added to the original cost if made when the asset was produced.
3?, hOWC1 Hence, for purposes of the PT, additions and major alterations are, in




and repsirs and maintenance expendiIurt's areregarded as current es-
penses and hence omitted
Dealers' commissions paid innettlon with the stk of e'isting build-
ings or duzabk xds raise a stifi morc ditult and c'versial questita,
If the concepts are to be kept in linewiththose of business account*ng
such commissions must be regarded as part of cap talizabk enditures.
Constituting the difference beten the price paid by the buyer and that
received by the seller. they bet'onw part of the carrying value of In
a consolidated national balance sheet. even ii alL capital gainsand losses
and other revaluations are eliminated, as they should be. From that point
of view dealers' markups on second-hand automobiles and other durbks
belong in the same category.
b Sources and procedures
A full account of sources and methods of estimation for capital ependi
tures is still less feasible in a short paper than a description of the other
steps taken in deriving Table 1. ALl that is attempted. therefore, is to
indicate the main sources used and the more important steps involved
in transforming the figures in the sources into those in TahlI.
Capital expenditures onstnictures are derived since 1915 from t)epart.
meat of Commerce revised estimates of eonstntction costs ((' mstruerion
and ConstructionMaterials, Statistical Supplement'.May1950).For the
preceding period. Simon Kuznets' estimates are the main source,4 They
have been linked to the Department of Commerce fIgures, thc difference
for the overlapping years being on the order of onLy 10 percent. Since
neither set covers builders' profits or real estate dealers' commissions,
separate, and necessarily very rough. estimates had to be made. Even
when so adjusted, the estimates are subject to most of the limitationsof
the basic series.5 Specifically, they still apparentlytend to understate
actual capital expenditures. Among other considerations,the difference
between cumulated depreciated constructionexpenditures udjusted for
price changes (discussed in Sec. B 2) and independentnational wealth esti-
mates of the value of structures points in this direction.The way the figures
were derived also makes it likely that theyerr in under- rather than in over-
stating capital expenditures, particularlyexpenditures by business cot-
'The problems created by replacement accountingare avoided by depre.14111ng capital
expenditures even when not so treated in businessaccounting. Fortunately, however,
this difficulty is generally encountered only inthe case of railroads.
Decade figures were published inNational Produeg sInce 1869 (NBER,1946). p. 99.
Kuznets kindly let me use the underlyingannual figures.
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porations or public authorities on force account, or by home ownersand
farmers without the employment of labor outside the family.
For producer and consumer durables the estimates from 1929 on are
those of the Department of Commerce (Survey of Current Business, Na-
tional Income Supplement, July 1947 and 1950). For the earlier period the
estimates were based on W. H. Shaw's Value of Commodity Output since
1869 (NBER, 1947). However, because Shaw's estimates are in manu-
facturers' prices a rough adjustment for distributors' margins had to be
added. As the adjusted figures exceed those of the Department of Com-
merce in the link year 1929 by 15 percent forproducer durables, but fall
short of them by 6 percent for consumer durables, they were adjusted in
the appropriate proportion, in essence being treated as extrapolators of the
Department of Commerce series.
Shaw's estimates of manufacturers' output were adjusted for changes
in manufacturers' inventories, 1919-28, on the basis of certain of Kuznets'
estimates (Commodity Flow and Capital Formation; NBER, 1938,
p. 307). A similaradjustment was not feasible before 1919, and was not
called for since 1929, as the Department of Commerce figures are based,
in principle at least, on manufacturers' sales. Both series already take
account of net exports or imports.
An additional estimate is required for development expenses, mainly
the cost of drilling wells and shafts and of other underground work in
mines, because expenditures of this type are neither included in Depart-
ment of Commerce statistics nor, it seems, allowed for in theestimates of
subsoil assets used here. The Department of Commerce estimates of de-
velopnient expenditures for gas and oil wells since 1929° have been carried
back on the assumption that the relation between them and the value of
output was similar before 1929 to the ratio prevailing during the last 20
years. Depreciation based on a life of 20 years before 1930and one of
25 years since yields the desired figures for the estimated value at bench-
mark dates. The calculations for development expenses in metal and coal
mining are even more precarious, as they have to be based throughout the
period on the assumption of a constant relation to value of output, which
in turn has to rely on information at a few census dates a generation ago
and on an assumed life of 40 years. The estimates for the remaining value
of development expenses in mining are thus subject to a relatively wide
margin of error. But as they were less than 1 percent of national wealth
during the first half of the period and never exceeded 1.5 percent, even a
substantial error would not affect the over-all estimates significantly,
'Survey of Current Business, July 1947, National Income Supplement, Tables 2and
31; Construction and Construction Materials, Statistical Supplement, May1950,
p. 70.PART I 14
although it would have some effect on the evaluationof industrial wealth.
Deriving the value of a durable asset as thedifference between its
original cost and the depreciation allowance from its construction to the
inventory date requires, of course, figures for as many years before the
inventory date as the assumed life of the asset. For instance, if an estimate
of the value of all commercial buildings standing at the end of 1896 is
desired, and their life is assumed to be 40 years, annual expenditures on
construction as well as annual cost indices are needed back to 1857. In
the extreme case, 1- to 4-family houses with a 60 year life, data are
required as far back as 1837. Anyone familiar with the nature of such
data knows that the figures that must be used become more tenuous the
further back one goes, and in general are not much more than guesses
before 1869, when Kuznets' estimates begin. Fortunately, however, in
few types of assets, notably residential buildings, do the basic series on
capital expenditures have to be pursued far back of 1869. In these cases,
as well as for the years before 1896 for shorter-lived types of assets, it is
well to remember that the relative weight of depreciation allowances based
on capital expenditures made before 1896 diminishes very rapidly in the
estimates for later years because of the sharply increasing trend inmost
of the series; and that errors in the year to year fluctuations of thevalues
assumed before 1896 have no substantial influenceon the estimates in
Table 1, provided only the level of capital expenditures isnot too much
in error.
2 DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCES
In accordance with prevailing accountingusage, depreciation is treated
as the regular amortization of original costover an asset's expected useful
life, determined bya combination of technological and economic consid-
erations, and allows for expectedobsolescence. If the prevailing practice
of distributing original cost inequal instalments over the entireuseful
life is accepted, as is done here,the annual depreciation allowanceis inde-
pendent of the actualuse of the assets and of premature retirement.
The calculations underlyingthe P1 disregard also thepossible scrap
value of assets at the end oftheir useful life (net ofdismantling costs)- usually a small proportionof original cost. Aseparate allowance for scrap value, which would haveto be very arbitrary andrough, would be justified only if the useful life ofdifferent types ofassets could be determinedmore accurately. There seems littlepoint in allowing forscrap values of 5 or 10 percent of original cost whenthe assumed useful lifeis subject to at least the same, and probablya wider, margin of error.7
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Destruction of tangible assets by extraneous events, regarded as accel-
erated depreciation, is treated as if the remaining depreciation instalments
became due on the date of the accident. Actually only destruction through
fire was taken into account, since other accidents, including war, seem to
have been of negligible size in this country.8
To the four or five valuation bases of capital expenditures as many
depreciation allowances correspond: in original cost; in 1929 prices; in
replacement cost; in current prices; and, possibly, in wage units. Original
cost, base period, and wage unit depreciation use the same depreciation
rates and are entirely parallel in derivation. Depreciation in terms of cur-
rent prices or replacement cost shows a few differences. Its objective is
value 'as is' on the date of the inventory: the product of the remaining
value (original cost minus accumulated depreciation) in base period
(1929) prices and of a cost (or price) index for the inventory date.° For
$ Flood losses, probably the largest of the elementary losses not taken into account,
may be estimated to have been below $2 billion for the period as a whole, according
to data prepared by the U. S. Weather Bureau and published for the latter part of the
period in the Monthly Weather Review. (This figure does not include losses of matur-
ing or stored crops or of livestock, since the last two types are already taken into
account in the estimates of total crop and livestock inventories, and the first is not
pertinent to a calculation of national wealth.) Losses through wind storms have aver-
aged only about $10 million per year and marine losses were on the same small order.
'The arithmetic procedure actually followed in calculating remaining values is sum-
marized below with a few minor simplifications, e.g., regarding depreciation during
the year expenditures are made.
V: remi$ining value
5: saving (expenditures minus depreciation)
E: capita! expenditures
S514W L: length of useful life
P.,/P,, =price index in year iof any asset c (1929: 100)
palisj i' Subscripts denote year (I: inventory year; j, k: any year; a: 1896; b: 1929) or type of
asset, c; superscripts, basis of valuation (o: original cost; b: 1929 prices; i: current
year); a the number of tangible assets over which the summation extends. Then:
,IjC.ft (1)V1V.+ S.,, where
tile PONJk
-. (k_a+L.)] and
c=1 c=i L. k4Lc+1
ruIdbei1i I, 1







(Note 9 concluded onpage 16)
where16
1
purpcs of natiQn.11 wealth nesuremenEit Is thus not.'essarto cal-
culate depreciatk*i allowances en a emeut cct bis annualtv in
order to deduct cumulated depreciation On the srnebaIs from the assit's
imdepreciated replatemeut value.
The useful life of an asset cu1d beiniakd b' two methods. Or., is
to find by observation - from a life table orby a inure summary method
- the typical interval beteninstallation and scrappage for various types
of durable assets. then calculating the rate of deprecIation asthe recip-
rocal of the intervaL The other is to accept the prevalent rateused in
business accounting. Both methods are used here. For suine assets. par-
ticularl1- to 4-family houses. consumer durable and semidinable goods
and public structures and buildings of a type not owned by private
business, it is necessary to rely on some. even rough. estimates of physicaL
life. For others, particularly industrial and commercial structures multi-
family dwellings, and producer durahks. It is preferable to accept the
rates commonly applied by business enterprIses. The selection of these
rates is facilitated by the rates reconmiended or r'ognized by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue (Bu&'tin F. revised Jan. 1Q42 ed.).
these rates have probably been accepted as standard. they should be
checked against actual average rates in tax returns or business records,
This is a field in which numerous additional facts need to be gathered
before a statement about prevalent business practice can be made with
confidence.
Because straight-line depreciationprevailsin business accounting. it
must be applied to assets where the rates employed in deriving the N
figures reflect those used by business enterprises.'0 The desire for corn-
(3)
nI P.1. = . E., . (ka+L)
















= V1... + S'.,
How prevalent the straight-line method Is does not seem to be known. In the electric
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parability, the simplicity of calculation, the absence of sufficient data for
modification of the straight-line pattern, and the fact that for the main
types of assets for which the depreciation rate is based on physical life -
particularly 1- to 4-family houses and consumer durables - the straight-
line method seems a logical choice; all argue for applying straight-line
depreciation uniformly to all capital expenditures, at least for the time
being."
The practical necessity of adhering to straight-line depreciation should
not obscure the fact that some other method in which the rate of depre-
ciation, expressed as a percentage of original cost, declines over an asset's
useful life, would in many, and possibly in most, cases reflect more accu-
rately the pattern of exhaustion of the stock of services, which after all
It is economically the essential function of depreciation allowances. Not only
nJ4 can theoretical reasons be adduced for replacing straight-line depreciation
by curvilinear," but there is also evidence that the market's valuation of
physically identical items of different ages implies depreciation at de-
.iw" creasing rates. One example, automobiles, has already been mentioned;
another, 1- to 4- family houses, is discussed briefly below. Unfortunately,
____
we do not have sufficient data for determining the shape of these convex
remaining-value curves which would probably be different for each main
type of assets. Nevertheless, it should be remembered that the use of
decreasing depreciation rates would reduce the remaining values that
appear in the P1 during the first part of an asset's life, and hence the total
value of reproducible assets below the value under straight-line deprecia- a lion when capital expenditures have a rising trend, as is the case for the
period covered by and preceding Table 1. This effect would be most
noticeable for inventory dates following a period of exceptionally high
capital expenditures, i.e., in Table 1 for 1928-29 and 1946-48.
For purposes of the P1, depreciation was calculated for 8 types of struc-
ture, 16 types of producer durables, and 10 types of consumer durables.
Bulletin F was the main guide for depreciation rates on structures and
producer durables. The rates applied to consumer durables were chosen,
with some modifications, from those set by other estimators. Among items
for which rates had not been established, we took the rates Reeve and
straight-line basis (Federal Power Commission, Electric Utility Depreciation Policies,
1948, p.2). This industry, however, may not be typical, and the over-all ratio for all
biiiness enterprises may well be higher.
u The sole exception is automobiles. Data on market prices of used cars of different
ages show that depreciation deviates considerably from the straight-line, and at the
same time permit the determination of an alternative pattern of depreciation.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5associates used for publicstructures,1 or used those of themost nearly
comparable types of privately ownedstruckires for which datawere available (Table 3).
Generally the same rate ofdepreciation was used throughoutthe period covered by the estimates. Morethan one rate was appliedonly when the durability of an asset clearlychanged and some informationwas available on the extent of the change. Themain examples areautomobiles, tractors, and musical instruments.The average useful life ofsome other categories of durable assetsdistinguished forpurposes of calculation doubtless
changed during the 50years, but there was no sufficientlyfinn factual basis for periodic modificationof the rates of depreciation.We must, therefore, hope that changes inthe lives of individualassets tended to cancel. Some ground for this assumptionlies in the absence ofa definite indication that the lives of themost important types haveshown a significanttrend to shorten or lengthen. Sucha negative statement, however,is not very com- forting. The factualstudies on rates ofdepreciation prevalent inbusiness,
Studjes in Income andWealth, Voiwne Twelve,p. 518, note C; p. 521, notch.
S 20
Table 2
Estimates of National Wealth, P1 and Broader Definitions












1896 64 67 67
1900 81 85 85
1904 102 107 107
1908 129 135 135
1912 157 165 165







573 1948 797 838 923
1900 81 85 85 1912 157 165 165 1922 318 334 341 1929 419 438 442 1939 374 392 394 1946 625 655 735A PERPETUAL INVENTORY OP NATIONAL WEALTH 21
the need for which has already been emphasized, could help greatly in
deciding whether constant depreciation rates are permissible.'4
Only one rate of depreciation used in the P1 seems to call for separate
discussion, that applied to 1- to 4-family houses. Since few of these struc-
(2) Lures are owned by business enterprises and no separate data are available
for them, there is no 'rate prevalent in business practice' to adopt. Bulle-
(3) tin F (Jan. 1942, pp. 16-7) suggests 60 years for dwellings of 'standard or
sound construction' if the depreciation base excludes equipment, and
15 33-50 years, depending upon the type of construction, if equipment is
107 included. These periods correspond to a straight-line depreciation rate of
135 1½ percent of structure value excluding equipment and of 2-3 ½ percent
including equipment. Other estimators seem to have concentrated on a
3*3 depreciation period of 40 to 60 years. The Department of Commerce
applies a rate of 2 percent of original cost.15
435
315 Do the expenditures on residential construction underlying the P1 esti-
365 mates call for the application of depreciation rates conceived to include
or to exclude depreciation of equipment? Do the depreciation rates used
573 by other estimators or recommended in Bulletin F reflect the market rate
of depreciation, i.e., the decline with age in the market value of structurally
$5 identical houses?
165
341 The first question cannot be answered with confidence. The Department
442 of Commerce estimates of expenditures on construction include some types
of equipment, such as furnaces and stoves, but exclude others, such as
735
electric wiring and plumbing. If Bulletin F is followed, a value between
se of the most the rates including and excluding equipment would be the most appro-
for which priate - something like 2½ percent.
In the market's eyes there seems to be no doubt that the useful life of
a house is substantially longer not only than the 40 years thus implied in
,
Bulletin F but also than the 50 or even 60 years underlying the calculations
rmation was avallate of other estimators. While the available material is far from satisfactory,
automobiles, and is particularly affected by the difficulty of detetnining to what extent
houses of different ages differ in average size or othe: structural character-
some other categoixi
istics, the data seem to point to an average useful '&fe of 80 to 100 years.
ntly firm factual ' The changing distribution of total capital expenditures among assets having differ-
i. We must, therdoi ent 1engtof life, of course, is taken care of broadly by the separate calculation of
nded to canceL Som depreciation allowances for each of about 30 types of durable assets. However, the
kflnite indication t distribution within some of these groups between items of relatively long and rela-
a significantti'fni tively short life may have changed sufficiently to lengthen or shorten the average life
of the group substantially, though this is not likely to have happened in more than
ever, is not VCTy a few cases.
prevalent in busin
,tec;p. 521,nctCh.
'Survey of Current Business,July 1947, National Income Supplement, and July
1950, Table 6.$
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To be explicit: when the proportion of total value represented by landis
roughly allowed for, houses must be almost 50 years old beforethefr
average market price falls to half of the value of a new house. 15 The data,
'Cf. the data on the average value of houses standing on January 1, 1934 in 20cities
(not including New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, or Los Angeles) inFinan.
cia! Survey of Urban Housing. Statistics on Financial Aspects o/ Urban
(Department of Commerce, 1937), Table 2. The values vary considerablyamong
cities and are irregular in many. The median for the half-life of houses,assuming the
land to remain at 20 percent of the original cost, is about 45 years,indicating an
Table 3
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Life Depreciation Rate
(years) (percent)
Railways & transit equipment 28 3.57
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therefore, seem to indicate an average market rate of depreciation on I- to
4-family dwellings of probably not more than 1¼, and possibly as lowas
1, percent. Because of the way this rate is derived it should be regardedas
applicable to the original cost of construction, including equipment only,
but excluding later repairs, alterations, and additions.
Probably the sole basis for discriminating between the progressively
diverging results obtained by applying the different assumptions regarding
length of useful life and expenditures on equipment, additions, and altera-
tions is a comparison with the estimated current value of 1- to 4-family
houses such as will be undertaken in Section D. To anticipate, a 1percent
rate of depreciation applied only to original cost and a rate of 1 ½-2per-
cent applied to original cost including tentative adjustments for builders'
profit, dealers' commissions, additions, and alterations both producefig-
ures not far from, although still somewhat below, the independent esti-
mates; out estimates based on substantially higher rates of depreciation
lead to figures so far below the benchmark estimatesas to throw serious
doubt on the validity of the underlying figures for capitalexpenditures or
the assumptions with respect to useful life. Consequently,a rate of 1½
percent corresponding to a life of 60 years was used.
3 DEFLATION OF CAPITAL EXPENDITURESAND DEPRECIATION
ALLOWANCES'7
In some respects the third step, the reductionof capital expenditures,
depreciation allowances, and other itemsto current or base period prices,
is the most difficult, and theone that possibly involves the widest margin
of error.18 It is, however, essential.If it is omitted, the P1 provides only
figures for national wealth at depreciatedoriginal cost, which suffice for
a national balance sheet compiled in accordancewith business accounting
implied rate of depreciation, if calculatedon a straight-line basis, of about 1.1 per-
cent a year, provided houses of dierentages had broadly comparable physical
characteristics.
"We are not dealing hereseparately with the transformation ofdepreciation or depletion allowances from originalcost to current prices. Technically theproblems are the same as for the deflation of capitalexpenditures, the arithmetic procedure
having been summarized innote 9. Moreover, there shouldnot be any need to argue that deflation or rather transformation,is essential in thiscase - not to reduce the current prices to a supposedly more stablemeasuring rod, but simply toexpress the minuend (capital expenditures ofa given year) and the subtrahend(depreciation allowancis accruing during thatyear) in comparable units.The transformation, it will be recalled, is achieved byreducing capital expendituresto the 1929 base, then translating the depreciation allowancesin 1929 values, with theaid of the index used in reducing them fromcurrent to 1929 values, intocurrent year values.
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methods and for a comparison of the assets held by businesscorporations
on the one hand and allother owners on the other, but would not tell much
that is economically significant. It would notshow current values, which
are essential for analyzingthe structure of national wealth and for inter-
personal wealth comparisons. Nor would it indicate changesin national
wealth or differences in the rates of growth or decline in its components,
i.e., just the questions in which economic analysis is mostinterested.
Before deflating, we must decide whether to use replacement cost, cur-
rent (market) prices, or wage units. Assumingthat at the time they are
made, construction expenditures (or production costs)equal the market
price of the structure (or product), we have a choice ofthree types of
specific deflators: asset price; cost of construction orproduction; and
wage of labor embodied in the structure orproduct. If we choose asset
prices, the deflation yields a set of estimates in either baseperiod asset
prices (expenditures and depreciation allowancesboth reduced to base
period prices and cumulated) or in current asset prices(value in base
period prices multiplied by price index for current period).The latter
(cumulated capital expenditures and depreciation allowancesreduced to
current price levels) should equal whatis generally regarded as national
wealth. If we choose an index of construction orproduction costs, we
measure' the reproduction costof existing tangible reproducible assets in
the state in which they are at the inventorydate, and can, of course, express
the estimate in costs of the base period or of theinventory date. Both fig-
ures are unrealistic in the sensethat the existing reproducible assets could
not be rebuilt during the referenceperiod; could be rebuilt only as new and
not in the state in which they are atthe inventory date, when part of their
useful services has already been expended; andwould not be rebuilt in the
same form. They, however, measurethe resources input represented by
the stock of reproducible assets at the inventorydate, expressed in terms
comparable over time and among types of assets.That is their basic justifi-
cation. The more closely production costsfluctuate with asset prices, the
more reason is there for the nextstep: using the reproduction costof
tangible assets instead of their market price innational wealth estimates.
If, finally, we choose wage cost indices as adeflator for construction and
durable goods industries, we measure the laborembodied in the stock
of reproducible tangible assets. These figuresalso meet the requirement for
comparability much better than the unadjusted costfigures, but they are
less likely to be usable in lieu of marketprices.'0
Instead of these asset-specific deflators one can usegeneral deflators if the purpose
is to express expenditures, depreciation allowances,and other items in terms of what
has been called general purchasing power. Wedid not do this partly because such a
deflation seems less instructive for purposes ofeconomic analysis than asset-specific
I
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The lack of asset price data is partly inherent in theirnature. Many
tangible assets change hands on the market only rarely, ornot at all,e.g,
large factories or commercial structures, heavy machinery,andPUbliC buildings. Partly, however, it is simply due to deficienciesm data colJ
tion, particularly for important assets such as I- to 4-familyhousessmall apartment houses, and many types of producer andconsumer durable
Automobiles are almost the sole asset for which marketprices of specj
of different ages are available fora long period.
On the other hand we do not have productioncost indices for alltypes of reproducible assets. For virtually allproducer andConsumer durabl
and, of course, semidurables and perishables,all the material isIfl market prices, generally at the factoryor wholesale level, which can beregarfrJ as identical with undepreciated replacementcost, provideddistributive margins are allowed for. For short-livedassets it may be furtherassumJ that physical charactenstjdo not change sufficientlyto invalidatethe substitution of depreciated marketprice for replacement costas is. True production cost indicesare available, though often not insufficient detail or with satisfactorycoverage and accuracy, for mosttypes of structuce
For these, however, theasswnptjon of reproduction inphysically identjc form is questionablefrom the economic pointof view. Evidentlyonce decades, and forsome types of assets even notmore than a fewyears have passed, commodities andbuildings are not reproducedin physicallyiden- tical or nearlyidentical shape. Thecalculation of replacementcost as depreciated originalcost adjusted for changesin prices orcosts is then in danger of becomingdivorced from reality. Itis well to remember,however, that cost indicesare used only for structuresthat change ratherslowly in physical characterjstjcanot for more changeabkitems suchas machinezy equipment, andconsumer durables. But forthese, price indicesalso may not, or not adequately,reflect changes in'quality', i.e., service,actual or imagined, per unitof price.
There is, by andlarge, no gettingaround the fact thatthe available deflatois do notadequately reflectchanges in design,quality, or layout. This is a deficiencythat gains inimportance with thelength of the interval over which the deflationprocess is applied. Certainlysuch changescannot be neg1ectej fora period suchas the first half ofthe 19thcentury in the United Stateswhen the physicalcharacteristjof durables inuse in both 1800 and 1850not only changedsigniflca, butmany durables that
deaatjon andpartly becauseno index ofgeneral Purchasingpower is satisfactoty, the cost of livingindex beinga poor substjftjt(A Similara1ternaj,exists in the
case of reductionto wage units,deflation byan index of theover-all level of wages representj,the paraijelto that by an mdciof generajPurchasing poweror the cost
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were important in 1800 disappeared and many more new onesappeared.
These considerations again are more important for producer and consumer
durables than for houses and other structures.
If figures can be obtained only on a replacement cost or wage unit basis
how do depreciated replacement cost figures, as they appear in the P1,
compare with market prices that have been estimated for a fewbenchmark
dates, although never consistently or at one time for all elements of national
wealth, or even for all reproducible tangible assets? The elementary theo-
retical answer, that replacement cost and market price should tend to
coincide, does not help much, as theorists themselves would immediately
enter qualifications on account of noncompetitive prices, businesscycle
influences, and irrationality in consumers' behavior and business account-
ing. Institutionalists will say that the relation of replacement cost tomarket
price cannot be generalized, and that not enough facts are available to
assert what it has been in the United States during the last 50 years and
how it has changed; and the latter statement is all too true. We are there-
fore again left with only a pragmatic test: to see how depreciated replace-
ment costs as calculated here compare with presumed market valuations
of national wealth, both total and for the main constituents. Such a com-
parison is made briefly in Section D. To anticipate again, the two sets of
values correspond rather well, although calculated replacement costs tend
to be slightly below, or better to lag slightly behind, market prices.This
relation permits the hope that, in the face of the many practical and theo-
retical difficulties, some of which are only too obvious, the figures obtained
by deflating capital expenditures at original cost have economic meaning
In deflating expenditures on durable assets we had to rely entirely on
existing price and cost series. In view of their multiplicity in some fields,
and their natural failure in many cases to correspond to the classification
of assets adopted for purposes of the P1, the choice is often quite important
and likely to produce considerable difference in the results, especially for
short periods. Whenever price or cost indices had already been constructed
for the purpose of deflating original costs (i.e., chiefly for producer and
consumer durables and inventories) they were, of course, givenpreference.
For virtually all types of structure we had to use construction cost indices,
which often may not have been made primarily for the purpose of serving
as deflators. What is more serious, we do not knowenough about some of
the indices, especially those for the earlier part of the period, to be dis-
criminating. For some periods and some types of assets, finally, one series
only was available and all choice precluded.
Some theoretical economists prefer deflation by wage units to deflation
by commodity price or cost indices, at least in their algebraic schemes.2°
This approach is popular with, e.g., Pigou, Keynes, and their followers.S
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Such a deflation could be appliedalso to the capitalexpendituresunder.. lying the P1 and would be quiteparallel to the deflationto base perjj
prices or costs. The sole differenceis that an index of wagerates, Probably on an hourly basis, would be substitutedfor price or cost.Thepractical difllcultjes, however, would bevery great, as data on wagerates in the constniction and producer andconsumer durables industriesare scarce As we would have hadto use a general wage index andthus to omitasset. specific deflation, we didnot make any attempt in thisdirection.
4 INVENTORIES
If inventories (definedas movable assets, durableor perishable, heldby their producers anddistributors in contrastto ultimate users)were treaJ just like structuresand equipment, orignal cost would haveto be Ca1CU.. lated by regardingadditions to inventoryas capital expendituresand with.. drawajs from inventoryas depreciation.
Unfortunateiy, informationon inventory additionsand withdrawis scanty. All the datawe have for nonfarminventories are bookvalues at a given date, the itemsgenerally being valuedat the cost ofacquisition (Usu- ally determinedby the first-n-first-out methodand includingcosts of storage and similarexpendjtmafter acquisition)or market, whichever is lower.21 Asthe average periodof inventoryturnover is relativelyshort, probably somethinglike 2 months forall businessenterprs together, the book value ofinventousually approxatheir marketprice. Except when pricesare declining substantiallyand rapidly bookvalue is not likely to be much belowcost in thet-in-fljtsense, and will hardlyever be above it. Whilebook value tendsto lag behindmarket price,at least when prices are rising,the differenceagain will Onlyrarely be substantialas long as thefirst-int-out methodpredorninaAs the last-jn-firstut method becomesmore common thedifference betweenbook and market values will widen.Hence, theuse of book valuesis subjectto a wider margin of error inthe last fewyears than beforeabout 1940.22Should the lat method cometo be used fora substantialproportion of total inventoriesat present it isapplied to POSsiblya sixth of them- it will benecessary to derivefrom bookValues separateestimates for original cost and formarket values ofinventories This,of course, isdesirable, though probablynot essential, alsofor thepast, especially forperiods like 1916-22, 1930-34,and 1940-48,when priceschanged violently.
Farm inventoi-jeswere estimated bymultiplymg thequantity of thedifferent crops
and the numberof anijnais fordifferent classesof tiVcstOk byyear end farm prices, generafly on the basisof Departmentof AgricuJ estirna Cf. I. KeithButters, Jnve,Uo,,jACCOUJIg andPolicies (HarvardUniversity,
GraduaSchool of BuaineasAdminjtra01949),Pp. 63 and 55.A PERPETUAL INVENTORYOP NATIONAL WEALTH 29
Since 1929 the Department of Commercefigures, which are in book
values, were used for inventories atboth cost and market, as correction
for differences between thethree sets of values would be quite difficult,
uncertain in its results, and ratherimmaterial for comparisons over longer
periods. For 1918-28 the estimates weresimilarly based on Kuznets'
book value figures.23 New estimateshad to be prepared for the years before
1918, based on comprehensivedata for a few industries, particularly rail-
roads, but were otherwise guided byfluctuations in the inventories reported
by a sample of large corporations,adjusted for the estimated changes in
the proportion of the inventories of largeand small corporations and of
incorporated and unincorporated enterprises.
The reduction of the book values ofinventories to the 1929 price level
again followed the Departmentof Commerce estimates since 1929 and
Kuznets' for 1918-28. Both authorsdeflated inventories by industry
groups. Before 1918,however, this more detailed procedure was not
at a
feasible, and recourse had to be had tothe rougher method of deflating
total book value by the BLS averagewholesale price index of October,
4
November, and December as the mostlikely pricing basis underlying the
reported figures. While the results of such a summarydeflation by groups
VI are subject to anadditional margin of error, comparisons forthe period
after 1918 indicate that the differences aremoderate for most years and,
what is more important, that they do not seemto cumulate over long
periods.
be 5LAND
en a) The basic method of the Pt,the cumulation of depreciated capital
as expenditures adjusted for price changes, isobviously not applicable to land
Ut or to othernonreproducible assets.2' In the case of land aswell as of other
et nonreproducible assets there are, therefore,only two bases of valuation:
current (market) and base periodprice. Hence, the national balancesheet
Ic at original cost does not show anyfigures for land or nonreproducible
I assets. A complete national balancesheet in current or base periodprices,
it on the other hand. mustcontain entries for land and othernonreproducible
1 assets as well as the PT valuesfor reproducible assets.
The separate estimation of the valueof land as a part of national wealth
has always presented a difficultstatistical problem, particularly for non-
agricultural land, because structures,installations, and improvements are
National Income and Its Composition,7979-1938 (NBER, 1941), pp. 903 if.
The inapplicability, however, isconfined, theoretically though not in practice,to
noszreproducible assets within a narrowdefinition, La., to the site value ofland
xciuding all man-made improvements; tothe subsoil stock of mineralsexcluding
all installations; and to virgin timber.S
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often economically andaccounting-wise inseparable from bareland. TIje usual technique to obtainseparate estimates, except for agriculturnjland,ss has been to divide thecombined value of land andstructures (generally given by assessed valuation,adjusted if necessary to marketprice level) between the twocomponenta on the basis of eitherseparate assessments or by indirect and more elaboratemethods.Since data on assessedvalua.. tion that systematicallysegregate land from structuresare rare andgen- erally of small geographiccoverage, most estimates ofnational wealth particularly those of the Bureauof the Census, do notseparate land from struCtures.
b) In the estimatespresented in this papera different method wasadopted. The ratio of the valueof nonfarm land to that ofStructures, basedon appraisals by lending institutions,was applied to the value ofstructures determined by cumulatingdepreciated expendituresin eithercurrent or base period prices.Advantages of this approachare that it reflectsthe separate market valuation ofland and structuresprobably moreaccurately than the estimates basedon assessed values; and, whatis more important, that the calculationscan be carried throughseparately for differenttypes of structure suchas I - to 4-family houses,apartments, and thevarious types of nonresidential
properties, whereas assessedvaluations are almost without exceptionavailable only for theaggregate of all taxablenonfmm real estate (cf. PartV). Data requiredfor this new method,it is true,are so far available for onlyabout the last 10to 20 years, and onlyfrom a relatively smallgroup of lending institutions.For earlier periodsrough estimates are all thatare feasible. This limitation,however, isopen to remedy since similardata could beunearthed from the filesof many lend- ing institutions fora substantial periodback, and couldbe collected i many more instances thanhas hitherto beendone. The method,fortunately, is subjectto the narrowestmargin of error for the most importantsingle type of land,that underlyingresidential struc- tures. Mostcurrent statistics andcareful estimatesagree that for about the last 20years land under both1- to 4-familyand apartmenthouses has represenJ15-20 percent of thetotal value of suchreal estate.It is
For acu1pland the divisionwas oblajne(J for 1890,1900, 1912, and1922 from KuznNational Prodt since1869, p. 201, andfor 1925, 1930,1935, 1940, and 1945 from the Cenrujof AgricuJu
Jr. the United Statesthe prototype ofthis approach isprobably the FederalTrade Commjssioa estimate for1922 (NationajWealth and Income,pp. 31.5). The few other nationalwealth estimatorswho provideseparate estimates forland follow basically the sameapproach e.g., Kuznets(National Produc,since 1869, PartW) and Doane (Anatomyof American Wealth,Harper, 1940,particularly ExhibIt B). Cf. e.g., for theperiod before 1929w.R. Ingalis, Wealthand Income of theAmer.
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fortunate also that similar data are available for new houses for which land
and structure values can be separated.28 They generally show, as might be
expected, a slightly lower ratio of land to structure value than is indicated
for existing structures.
For the land under industrial establishments a reasonably good basis of
estimation is provided by the BIR tabulations of corporate balance sheets.
These figures, which are, unfortunately, available only since the '3 0's, rep-
resent book values, which may be regarded as generally equal to or near
original cost to the owner.
The margin of error in estimated land values is widest for commercial
properties, such as stores, office buildings, hotels, theatres, warehouses,
and garages. For the last 10-15 years two sources are available: appraisals
by lending institutions, particularly life insurance companies, and BIR
statistics for real estate corporations. Both point to a ratio of land to total
value of about 40 percent, i.e., 1 to 1.5 between land and structures.
To estimate the value of land before the mid-thirties is more hazardous.
With two exceptions, approximately the same land-structure ratio was
assumed to prevail as is disclosed by documentary evidence for the last
10-20 years.29 In the late '20's, however, when speculation is known to
the-
ican People (U. H. Merlin Co., 1922), pp. 89-90; J. M. Gries and J. S. Taylor, How to
Own Your Home (USDC. 1925), p. 12. For more recent dates cf. D. L. Wickens,
Residential Real Estate (NBER, 1941), p. 4; A. F. Bemis, The Evolving House
(Technology Press, 1933), II, 256; Wbittier and Thomas, Small Homes, pp. 34-5,
155-7.
E. A. Keller, however, concludes after reviewing the evidence, that "a percentage
of land to total non-farm real estate value somewhere around one third would seem
to be correct" (op. cit., p. 120); nevertheless, in his calculations he retains the FTC
1922 estimate, 52.7 percent, because "in this study ..- throughout only official
governmental figures have been used".
jaJ
Cf. e.g., Housing and House Finance Agency. Second Annual Report, p. 194.
f. g The assumption of a constant or even declining land-structure value ratio for the
I'
different types of. buildings may seem to run counter to a generalization cherished
flt by many economists, and sometimes referred to as the law of increasing rent. There
hk.. is every reason to assume that for an identical property the share of land in the total
market value increases with time, if only because the value of the structure diminishes
I 1922 II*. constantly as it depreciates. There is also no doubt that the value of land per square
1940, foot in almost every urban site, except blighted areas, is now higher than it was 50
years ago. These facts, however, do not necessarily mean that the ratio for alldwell-
lags, or for all commercial buildings, has risen, for it is determined not only by the
ratio for the structures existing at the two dates but also by the ratio for the new struc-
- .
. lures built between the two dates and the proportion their value is of that of old
structures. Since the land-structure value ratio may generally be assumed to rise with
the age of a building, the over-all ratio for a community or a country may remain
.......' unchanged even though the ratio for every existing structure rises, provided only the ' 'I' proportion of newly built structures, for which the ratio is generally below the average32 PART j
have led to an especially sharp increase in the value of land undercommer.
cia! properties and apartment houses, the ratio of landto total real estate
value was raised slightly. The second exception affects1- to 4-famity
houses alone. For them, evidence, though scant,seemed sufficient to jus-
tify applying a somewhat higher land-structure valueratio for the early
part of the period, particularly the '20's, than is knownto have prevailed
recently.
c) The method of relating the value ofland to that of the structureson it
does not take account ofvacant lots or commercial and industrialsites.
At present there are no systematic andcomprehensive data that would
permit an estimate of the value of this landwhich, unless used forparking,
is generally left to weeds and rubbish.The figures entered forvacant lots
and Sites, therefore,represent not much more than guesses basedon scat-
tered material on the proportionof urban land of this type. Since,however,
probably not more than abouta quarter of total urban land is in thiscate-
gory, and since the average valueper acre may be assumed to be notvery different from, though probablysomewhat lower than, that forbuilt-on land, errors in estimatingthe value of vacant lots and sitesare not likely to affect total nonagriculturalland value substantially.
d) Woodjots on farmsare presumably already included inthe value of total farm land as estimatedby or derived from the Censusof Agriculture; and the forests ownedby the federalgovernment are covered by thevery rough estimates of public land.Separate allowance, therefore,needs to be made only for privatelyowned forest land notconstituting a part of farms. The Forest Serviceestimated the 'immediatesales value' in currentprices for commercialuse of this land for 1929, 1939,and 1946.° In the absence of comparable figuresfor the rest of the periodthese estimateswere extra- polated on the basis ofstumpage and lumber prices,assuming a slight decrease in timber stands.The resulting figuresare undoubtedly subject to a sibstantiJ margin oferror, but since private forestsare a small portion
for existing structures,is irigh enough. Hence,the over-all land-structurevalue ratio is more likely to remainconstant (or even to decline)if many new structuresare built rapidly than ifonly a few are built; andthe assumption ofconstancy becomes hardly tenable,save in exceptional circumstances,when no structuresare erected or some are demolished. Duringthe period covered bythe P1 as a wholemany new structures were undoubtedlybuilt. The only subperjodfor which the ratiofor new structures was so lowas to cast doubt on the validityof the assumption ofa constant land-structure ratio is between19O and 1945, withthe exception of thelate '30's. This, however, wasa period in which, mainlybecause of the same basicfactors that retarded building, theusual tendency towardan increase in the absojuteand relative value of land under existingstructures may be assumednot to have worked.
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of national wealth, 1-2 percent, this may betolerated. Estimates in base
period prices are provided for 1929, 1939,and 1946 by the Forest Service
and can be obtained for the rest of the period byassuming that the indicated
trend prevailed during the preceding 30 years.
e) Information is probably poorer onthe value of public lands than on
almost any other type of land, in part simply becausestatistics on the assets
held by federal, state, and local governments aredeficient; and in part
because of the special difficulties encounteredin evaluating some important
types of public lands, particularlyland under roads and streets, and in
national forests and ranges. The figures used herehinge largely on those
of Reeve for 1939 and 1946, supplemented byrough estimates for land
under roads and streets.3' Extrapolation forearlier years was guided
mainly by the value of tax exempt property.
6 TREATMENT OF FOREIGN BALANCE
Whether national wealth is regarded as covering allphysical assets owned
by nationals or as the consolidated net worth ofall economic units within
the country, it includes, as an adjustment tothe physical assets within the
nation's boundaries, the difference between foreign assets(ownership of
physical assets abroad, equity in foreign businessenterprises, and claims
against foreigners) and foreign liabilities (physical assetsin the United
States and equity in American business enterprisesowned by foreigners;
foreign claims against United States debtors).
a) The foreign balance can be expressedin terms of cumulated depre-
ciated original cost, current prices, or baseperiod prices, but these terms
have a somewhat different meaning from thatattributed to them in the case
of tangible domestic assets.
Original cost in the case of foreign assets meansthe first cost to a
national, later changes among United States ownersbeing disregarded.
There is no occasion to apply depreciation except onphysical assets
abroad owned by Americans or physical assets in theUnited States owned
by foreigners. Both escape measurement, but areundoubtedly small. There
is, however, an important item reducingoriginal cost not encountered for
other tangible assets - the sale of foreign assets orthe repurchase of Amer-
ican assets formerly held by foreigners. Hencethe balance of payment
concept of the excess on capital account,representing the difference be-
tween the net change in Americaninvestments abroad and in foreign
investments in the United States during a givenperiod, both regarded as
the difference between purchases and sales ofthe relevant types of assets.
is the series utilized in building up a cumulativefigure of the net foreign
balance at original cost.
Ibid., pp. 466-7.34 PART j
No meaningful parallel to replacement cost,or to original cost adjusted
for changes in the price level,can be visualized, as most of theassets
involved are intangible. Instead, there is thecurrent value of American
investments abroad and of foreign investmentsin the United States, yield-
ing, as their difference, thenet foreign balance in current values.This
figure would be obtained,were data available, by inventorying allitems valued at their market priceor the nearest substitute, which fortangible assets could be replacementor original cost adjusted for changes inthe price level. In practicewe have to make concessions and togroup assets,
and sometimes touse asset price indices to adjust for changes incurrent values.
The reduction to base periodprices, here those of 1929, isespecially difficult. One itight thinkof reducing each assetor group of assets from
the current to a base valueby appropriate indices. Sucha procedure, be- c;des being hardlypracticable, is subject toa serious theoretical objection.
From the national viewpointnet foreign assets are probably bestregarded as a fund of international purchasingpower. Hence, they should beex- pressed in the nearest thingto a standard of internationalvalue that exists. This under the conditionsprevailing during the periodstudied seems to be gold.
b) The net foreignbalance at originalcost is the cumulation ofannual balances ofpayments from a rough 1900benchmark. While this bench- mark does not strictlyrepresent original cost, it is probablyclose to it, and the differenceProgressively loses importancein the latter tart of the period. The balanceof payment figuresare the Department of Commerce estimates since 1920 slightlymodified. For the earlieryears they are rough estimates prej,ared fromscattered material and tiedin with the balance in commodjy trade and otherknown currenttransactions. Estimates for the Panama Canal, basedon Construction expendipiare included through- out the period.
The current valueof the foreignbalance in Table I isbuilt from inven- torv-tyrje estimatesfor the benchmarkyears 1900, 1912, 1914,1922 1929. 1946, and1948 derived fromvarious sources; since1929 mainly from Sammons'paper.32 For otheryears it was obtained byinterpolation with the helo ofchanges in the foreignbalance at originalcost and infor- mation on changesin the prices ofsome of the moreimportant types of assets involved. Theestimates are obviouslyvery rough exceptpossibly for themore recent benchmarkyears.
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Loans by the United States government to its allies during World War I
were regarded as worthless from thebeginning, although probably neither
creditor nor debtor took this view until the Great Depression. Loans after
World War II, including the United States contribution to the International
Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and De-
velopment, were carried at their face value, although there is in some cases
reasonable doubt about the chances of repayment and the yield in most
instances is below the market rate.
c) Strictly speaking, the foreign balance should include assets in Hawaii,
Alaska, and Puerto Rico, owned by United States residents and assets in
the United States owned by residents of the territories, since all the
estimates of tangible wealth cover, at least in principle, only those in
the United States proper. The balance of payments, however, is for the
dollar area including the territories, and does not show transactions be-
tween them and the United States proper. Nor are there other data on
which to base estimates. Hence the adjustment that should be made -
adding American investments in the territories and subtracting holdings
of United States assets by residents of the territories - must be disre-
garded. But the amounts involved are relatively small. The net foreign
balance with respect to the territories at any one benchmark date is un-
likely to reach even .5 percent of national wealth, and may well be much
smaller.
7 ASSETS OMITTED FROM THE PERPETUAL INVENTORY
Seven items were omitted from the basic calculations underlying the in-
ventory as summarized in Table 1.
a Consumers' holdings of semidurable commodities
b Consumers' holdings of perishable commodities
c Works of art and other collectors' items
d Military assets
e Land improvement costs
f Soil depletion
g Subsoil assets
Categories a, b, d, and e represent tangible reproducible assets which
could be measured, in principle at least, by cumulating and depreciating
expenditures on them. They should therefore be included in the P1, and
are omitted only because it has not yet been possible to estimate them
satisfactorily. Categories f and g are like land in not being reproducible,
but unlike land - in its pure site value - in that they are subject to physical
exhaustion. Collectors' items occupy an intermediate position, being often
physically reproducible but economically unique and not subject to physi-
cal deterioration (except over very long periods).I 36
PART I
The estimates fora, b,d, andg (Table2) are nothing more thanrough
approximation; they are not basedon a systematic cwnulation of cJep
ciated adjusted capicaJexpenditures or statistically related to them.Cate-
gories c, e, and f were omitted becauseit proved impossible ornadrible
to estimate them even for benchmarkyears.
In the followingparagraphs a few theoretical problemsconnected ith
some of these assets are raised, althoughnot solved, and the derivationof the estimates in Table2 briefly explained.
a Cog&swner stocks ofsenijdurables
Semjdinabk and perishablecommodities held at any one time byConSw ers are not included in the P1mainly because theyare difficult to esti- mate.33 There is, however,no reason why they shouldnot be added in future cakulations,particularly if more satisfactorydata on their holdings by typical householthand the average life ofthe more importantsemi- durables such as clothingand shoes become available.Moreover, their present proportioncan be approximatLenore A. Epstein,by the method applied in the P1to durables andstructures, estimated conunje holdings of semidurablesin current pricesto be about $17 billionin 1929, $13 billionin 1939, and $34billion in 1946.Cox and Breyer, using essentially thesame approach, obtainedconsiderably lowerestimates SliJ1t1yoyer$7 billion inl939andaljnos $11 billionin l942B estimao.s, however,agree in putting the ratio ofconsumers' holdings of semidura,to durables other thanpcPnger cars at aboutor slightly over a thin! for allyears for which they makecalculations 36 As bothuse methoda quite similto those appliedto reproducibletangible assets in the P1; as theratio ofconsumers' holdings ofsemidurabto durables excludingpassenger cars in MissEpsteios estimatesdid not changemuch between 1929 and1946; and as theratio ofconsunrs' expenthmon a Thestocks of nh co1nndjheld by pmduceror d stribuh,were, of course included in wventorj
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durables other than passenger carsto their total expenditures seemsnot
to have had anymarked trend during the last 50 years, we assumethat
consumers' stocks of semidurablesconstituted fully a third of those of
durables other than passenger carsthroughout the period.87 Consumers'
holdings of semidurables wouldthen be only about 3 percentof total
national wealth in 1929 and 1946,and are unlikely at any time duringthe
period to have been less than 2 or morethan 4 percent.
b Consumers' stocks ofperishables
Once consumers' stocksof semidurables, i.e., primarily clothesand shoes,
are taken into accountthere remain virtually only the pantrystocks of
food in consumers' households thatmight be regarded as a componentof
national wealth worth computing.It would be ludicrous to apply tothem
the methods by which consumers'holdings of durables and semidurables
were estimated, i.e.,the cumulation and depreciationof expenditures over
the period during which thecommodities remain in consumers' house-
holds. If an estimate is desiredit will have to be derived roughlyby cal-
culating, or guessing, the averagerelation of pantry stocks to annual expen-
ditures on food.
Apparently the size of pantry stockshas not been investigated even
recently when substantial data havebeen compiled on consumers' expen-
ditures. It seems safe to say,however, that pantry stocks inurban and
farm households together are notmuch, if at all, in excess of aweek's
expenditures on food, which in turnrepresent about a third ofconsumers'
total expenditures. On this basis pantrystocks would not exceed about
.5 percent of national income,and would constitute .1-.2 percentof
national wealth.
Whether the proportion haschanged considerably during theperiod
covered is difficult to say. On the onehand the greater importanceof farm
households, the wider use of homecanning, and discounts onquantity
purchases suggest a higher proportionduring the earlier part of the cen-
tury than prevails now. Onthe other hand the increasing useof canned
foods and, recently, of frozen foodlockers and home deepfreezers, are
likely to have widened the rangeof foods that are stocked. Evenif the
ratio of pantry stocks to consumers'expenditures has changed substan-
tially, the absolute amountinvolved would still be so smallthat the
omission of this item is of no materialsignificance for the national balance
sheet.
The rough Census estimates, derivedby quite different methods,indicate a con.




These assets, consisting chiefly of works of art, books, stamps, andcoins,
were omitted for three reasons. First, being essentially non.reproducjble
they cannot be measured by the basic method applied in the P1.the cumu-
lation and depreciation of expenditures. Secondly,no comprehensive esti-
mates have been found, and it was not feasible to assemble enoughmaterial
for new ones. Thirdly, such assets constitutea small part of total national
wealth and their economic significance is negligible.The guess may be
ventured that even at present theyare less than 1 percent of total national
wealth, although the proportion has probablyincreased since the begin-
ning of the century.
d Military assets
The omission from the P1 ofmilitary assets (comprising not onlystrictly
military items suchas materiel, naval vessels, and militaryconstruction but also war plants andmerchant vessels of an emergency type) hasboth
theoretical and practicalreasons, quite apart from the argument thatwar
is not one of the goals of thesocial economy, and hence thatexpenditures in the conduct ofor the preparation for war should be regardedas outlays
that do not give rise tocapitalizable assets. Thesereasons are not primarily
connected with the determinationof expenditures on durablemilitary
assets. Since military assets havegenerally been acquired atopen market prices there would beno serious conceptual difficulty in takingtheir cost to the Treasury as capitalexpenditures. As the costsare fairly well known
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From a practical point of view it does not make muchdifference up to
World War II, save for a few years around 1920,whether or not military
assets are regarded as part of national wealth,since the military structures
and durables acquired during World War I, except navyvessels and part of
the merchant fleet, were used up during, ordestroyed or abandoned soon
after the end of, hostilities. The original depreciated costof military assets
was approximately $250million in 1896 and $1 billion in 1916, or only
about 0.3 percent of national wealth. During the'20's it declined from a
postwar peak of about $10 bfflion to about$3 billion, and remained at
about that level until the late'30's.as As a result of the enormous expendi-
tures on military construction andmateriel during World War II, how-
ever, the problem becomesmuch more important for the '40's. Reeve
estimates the depreciated original cost ofreproducible military assets at
the end of 1946 to be not less than $58 billion,with a replacement value
of $78 billion (op. cit., pp. 501-2). If these figures areaccepted, military
assets constituted over a tenth of totalnational wealth. However, if they
are entered at theirestimated realization value in the civilian market,
which has been put by Reeve at about $11 billion,they would constitute
only about 2 percent of total national wealth in currentprices. The stock
of military assets, at depreciated original cost,declined about a fifth be-
tween the end of 1946 and 1948,depreciation allowances exceeding new
expenditures. The replacement cost index of military assetshas probably
risen about the same proportion as that ofother tangible assets. Hence,
the ratio of military assets to total nationalwealth should have been
slightly lower at the end of 1948 than in 1946.Since the civilian realiza-
tion value of military assets probablydid not increase, their share in
national wealth in market prices should havedeclined to probably not
much above 1 percent by the end of 1948.
e Cost of land improvement
If data on capital expenditures werecomprehensive they would cover all
costs of the improvement of bareland, i.e., expenditures for items such as
clearing, leveling, grading, draining, tiling,fencing, whether done by the
owner himself, unpaid familymembers, or by wage labor. Since theyprob-
ably do not include a large part of theseexpenditures, a separate allowance
ought to be made when the original cost ofnational wealth is calculated
as the sum of depreciatedcapital expenditures.
Such expenditures not recorded in theavailable statistics undoubtedly
bulk heavily, both absolutely and relative tothe total original cost value
The only available independent estimate, which Reeve,its author, calls "arbitrary",
puts the depreciated replacement value of militaryassets in 1939 at $5 billion, about
1.5 percent of national wealth (op. cit., p. 502;the figure includes $0.2 billion of
nonreproducible assets).40 PARt j
of assets, in a few sectors of the economy, particularly farming andforestry,
Until special studies of the amounts and the length of life of thedifferent
types of improvement are made, any guess might be wide of themark.
However, at least a rough idea of the expenditureson one type of soij
improvement, the cost of bringing additional land into cultivation,can be
obtained. A combination of dataon the change in the total area under
cultivation and on costs of clearing, the latter beingvery rough and avail-
able only since the '30's, indicates fairly clearlythat the amounts have been
substantial, especially up to the end of World War1. They may well have
been sufficient, again especially during thefirst part of the period, to offset
or even to exceed the allowances that would haveto be made undera
comprehensive system of social accounting for soilerosion and other soil
losses.
Fortunately, capital expenditureson land improvements are notessen- tial for derivinga national balance sheet in current prices, since itcan be
assumed that the current price offarm land as reported in the Censusof
Agriculture, or as derived from similarsources, includes all improvements
as far as they still have any value. Hence,no further allowance for improve-
ments is necessary, even though itmight be interesting to divide thetotal value of the land into thatattributable to improvements and thatrepresent- ing its bare value. Forthe balance sheet interms of original cost the
omission of allowances forexpenditures on land improvementremains, of course, a shortcomingto be remedied assoon as usable data are
developed.
f Soil depletion
If expenditureson land improvement are allowedfor in the estimate of
national wealth at originalcost, account must be takenalso of soil depletion through erosionor exhaustion of basic chemicalingredients. Indeed, if the parallel to structuresor equipment is maintained,expenditures on land improvement are theequivalent of constructionor acquisition costs, and soil depletioncorresponds to depreciationallowances.
While it is impossibleto calculate themonetary value of the lossesin productive capacity ofagricultura' land throughover-use, erosion, etc., the order ofmagnitude seems ascertainable.Department of Agriculture officials have estimatedthat about 100 millionacres of once good cropland have been mined forfurther cultivation,and that anarea of about the same size has been badlydamaged.o If thisestimate is accepted, and because of its authorshipit can be assumedto be on the high ratherthan
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on the low side,it means that the equivalent of about afifth of the 500
million acres of cropland now orformerly in farms has been rendered
valueless for agricultural productionand another fifth impaired. On the
assumption that the badly damaged areahas been affected to the extent
of half of its value as agriculturalland, we are led to guess that the equiva-
lent of nearly a third of thecropland in the United States in 1946 hadlost
its agricultural value. Someadditional allowance would have to bemade
for losses on other land,especially pastures. Soil depletion, in itswidest
sense, might haveamounted to about $15 billion by 1948(current
prices). Though not an insignificant sum,it is only a very small proportion,
about 2 percent, of the currentvalue of national wealth. If totalsoil deple-
tion could be allocated toindividual years, or if we could assumethat it
had been regular, it could betranslated into the price levels prevailingin
the past and thereby transformedinto something corresponding tooriginal
cost. Such a procedure ishardly profitable at present, when solittle is
known quantitatively about thisproblem. But since the price ofagricultural
land was always below the 1948level, it is evident that soil depletionin
terms of original costwould be substantially less than itsvalue in 1948
prices.
g Subsoil assets
To fit into Tables 1 and 2,what is wanted is an estimateof the current
value of subsoil assets, which maybe regarded as the differencebetween
expected sales price and cost perunit multiplied by the quantityof
minerals assumed to existunderground at the time the inventoryis
taken, and capitalized at theprevailing rate of yield. Bain's estimates,
using this approach for privatelyowned deposits of the five most impor-
tant minerals for 1929,1939, and 1946, have been blown upto cover
minor minerals, which accountfor only between a quarterand a third
of total mineral production.4°These figures can be extrapolatedbackward
on the basis of the priceindex of minerals if newdiscoveries are assumed
to have equaled withdrawals;the cost-price ratio and the rateof capitali-
zation have not changed; orchanges in some of these factorshave been
compensated by opposite changes inothers. One hesitates to assertthat
these assumptions are valid forthe first 30 years of theperiod. Even a
substantial relative error, however,would not affect the nationalwealth
estimates seriously, as subsoilwealth represented only a little over1 per-
cent of total national wealthin the years for which Bain'sestimates are
Studies in Income and Wealth,Volume Twelve, p. 270; the blown-upfigure for
1946appeai to involve anarithmetical or typographical error,the correct figure
according to Barn's ownbasicestimates being $7 billion insteadof the$9billion




available.4' Since most of the oil andgas deposits, which accountedfor a
third of the total in 1929 and nearlya half in 1946, were discoveredafter World War 1, the proportion wouldprobably not have beensubstantially
higher in the early parts of the periodalthough the rate ofwithdrawal
may have exceeded new discoveries forsome important minerals, such
coal and iron ore.
C SOME FINDINGS
Let us see what Tables 1 and2 reveal.41'
1) Total national wealthin the narrower definition(excluding military
assets, consumers' holdings ofsemidurables and perishables,collectors' items, and subsoil assets)increased from almost $65billion in 1896to $215 billion at the end of1916, and to about $420 billionin 1929, reaching
almost $800 billion in 1948,all in the current prices ofthe inventory date. Of the nearly $735billion increase in nationalwealth between1896 and 1948 about two-thirdsreflects a rise in the pricelevel. How strongly the fluctuations intotal national wealth,measured by replacementcost, are affected by prices is shownalso by the 65 percentincrease between 1916 and 1920, fromabout $215 billion to $355billion; by the 29percent decline between 1929and 1932, from $420billion to $300 billion;and by the 60 percentincrease between 1944 and1948, from $500 billionto $800 billion, in all threeperiods, of ccurse, thequantitative changesin physical wealthwere of much more moderateproportions, neverexceeding 12 percent.
2) inclusion ofconsumers' holdings ofsemidurable and perishablecorn- modities and ofsubsoil assets (notcovered in Table1) affects the figures to onlya minor extent- raising them somethinglike 5 percent- and does not affectmajor movements. Itis different withmilitary assets, which are insignilicantuntil World WarI. Even from 1916to 1940 they do not atany time add more thanabout 2½percent to civilian wealth.
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As a result of the immense expendituresof World War II, however, military
assets, if calculated in the same way ascivilian assets, by cumulating de-
preciated replacement costs, have since 1944 constituted about10 percent
of civilian national wealth. There is, of course, seriousdoubt whether such
a valuation is economicallymeaningful. Written down to their liquidation
value for the civilian economy, these assetsconstituted in 1948 not much
over 1 percent of total nationalwealth.
One of the most interesting divisions of totalnational wealth is that
into reproducible assets, which can bemeasured by the PT method and
expressed in original cost or base period prices as well ascurrent prices;
and land (including subsoil assets), which has nooriginal cost and is not
easily translated into base period prices. In 1948land constituted less than
one-fifth of total national wealth. In 1929 theproportion was about one-
quarter, and as late as 1916 as high as athird. This constant decline in the
proportion of land in national wealth is only acontinuation of a trend
that can be observed since the middle of the19th century, and probably
goes further back. In 1870,for instance, the share of land seems to have
been as high as a half.42
The chief reason for the decline of land as aproportion of national
wealth is, of course, the decline of the share ofagriculture in tangible na-
tional wealth: from about 30 percent in 1900and 1916, to 15 percent in
1929, to about 14 percent in 1948.
Within reproducible assets it is interesting to comparestructures with
equipment (producer and consumer durables) andinventories (excluding
monetary metals). In 1900 equipmentslightly exceeded inventories, and
structures were nearly three times as large aseither. By 1929 equipment
was valued at more than twiceinventories, and structures were valued at
only a little more than twice equipment. Therelation was still about the
same in 1948. These shifts inthe value relationships between structures,
equipment, and inventory reflect partly differencesin costs, construction
costs rising more than the prices ofcommodities that make up inventories;
and partly mechanization, responsible for theincreasing share of producer
durables, and the introduction of the automobilewhich accounts for most
of the increase in the share of consumerdurables.
Another significant comparison is that betweenbusiness wealth (non-
Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume Twelve, p.64.
"Not all the basic figures necessary for derivingthese percentages are given in
Table 1.
The trend would be somewhat different if intangibleassets were taken into account:
the reduction of farm mortgage debt and theincrease of cash and government securi-
ties held by farmers would cushion the declinebeginning with about 1929 (though
not the sharp drop between 1916and 1929) and would reverse it since the late '30's.S
-
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farm nonresjdent,al real estate, underground development,structu,
equipment, and inventories) and consumers' wealth(residential real
estate and consumer durables). In 1900 the ratio was about4 to 3; by
1929 it had declined to not much over Ito 1, and by 1948to slightly be.
Low 1. The shift towardconsumer wealth can be attributed chiefly tothe
introduction of the automobile and, apparently also, toan improvement
in housing conditions.
7) Much is being made of the increasingproportion of nationalwealth
owned by the government. If the figurescan be trusted, however, the in-
crease does not seem to have been pronounced. In 1900federal, state, and
local govermnents owned about8 percent of tangible nationalwealth,
represented chiefly by public lands andstreets. By 1929 their sharehad
risen to 10 percent, and structuresrepresented a larger proportion.Aston-
ishingly enough, the share ofgovernment was not much larger in 1948
about 15 percent- if the comparison is confined to nonmilitarydomestic assets. The highest proportion ofgovernment-owned tangible wealth that
could be estimated wouldbe a little over 20 percent, but itis hardly a
realistic figure, as it would requirethe inclusion of militaryassets at their
depreciated replacementcost as well as all foreign loans bythe United
States govenunent at theirface value. Moreover, it dependsin large degree
on the value attributed to the landunder roads and streets.
The share of foreignassets in national wealth has changedmore than that of any majorcomponent, although it has always beensmall. In 1900 the United Stateswas still a net debtor on internationalcapital account, and net foreign ownershipof American assets equaledabout 3 percent of national wealth. By 1929the situation had beenreversed, and net foreign
investments (disregardingWorld War Igovernment loans) added 3per- cent to domestic nationalwealth. In 1948 privatenet foreign investments
were only about 2 percent ofdomestic national wealth.44
Going beyond thefigure in Tables 1-2 itis interesting tocompare the estimates of nationalwealth and of nationalincome. Until 1929the national wealth-nationalincome ratioremained quite close to5 at all eleven dates for whichnational wealth estimatesare shown in Table 1. During the GreatDepression it shotup to a peak of 7 in 1932,reflecting a smaller decline in nationalwealth than in nationalincome, which in turn reflected, among otherthings, the widespreadunemployment of non- Capitalizable humanresources. rn the late '30's,however, it returned to about 5. Anothersharp deviation, thistime downward,occurred during
"These figures donot take intoaccount the stock ofmonetary metals as part ofnet foreign assets. If theydid, the share ofnet foreign assets intotal national wealth would rise from about2 percent in 1896to +2 percent in 1920;to over 4 percent in 1929; to 6percent in 1939; anddecline to a littleover 5 percent in 1948.' compai the
ntil1929the
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World War II and has not yet been corrected. in 1944 national wealth was
less than three times national income. The ratio was somewhat below 4
in 1948 if military assets are excluded, and hardly reached 4 even if they
are included at their full replacement cost. It remains to be seen whether
the ratio will continue to climb back toward its old level of about 5, or
whether it will settle at a new lower level.
We now turn from the current values of national wealth, the basis
for the preceding nine paragraphs, to the estimates in 1929 prices (Table
1, B). The rate of growth is, of course, much slower - from less than
$165 billion in 1896 to slightly over $460 billion in 1948. More important,
it is quite regular up to 1929. For the eight quadrennial periods between
1896 and 1928 the average rate is 12 percent for total national wealth and
14 percent for the more significant series of reproducible tangible wealth
(with a range of 8 to 19 percent) or an annual rate of slightly below and
slightly above 3 percent respectively. Between 1929 and 1946 national
wealth fluctuates moderately but fails to show consistent growth owing to
the Great Depression and World War H. Growth, however, resumed imme-
diately after the war. In 1947 and 1948 the increase in national wealth,
over 4½ percent per year, was well above the average for 1897-1929
and even above the rate prevailing in the best pre-1929 quadrennium,45
If the half century between 1896 and 1948 is treated as a unit the average
rate is slightly below 2 percent for total national wealth and slightly above
2½ percent for reproducible tangible assets.
How does the rate of growth in real national wealth compare with
those in population, labor force, and output?
Over the entire period 1896-1948 population increased at an average
rate of slightly below 1½ percent. Since the annual growth of total wealth
was somewhat over 2½ percent, reproducible tangible wealth per capita in
1929 prices grew at an annual rate of about 1½ percent. While the rate
may seem low, it doubled the reproducible tangible wealth at the disposi-
tion of every inhabitant of the United States within not more than 50 years.
The case is not much different if comparison is made with the lahr
force, which grew at a rate of slightly more than 1½ percent a y"tr. Since
total reproducible tangible wealth, excluding residential buildings and
consumer durable goods, increased about percent annually, the rate
of growth of what can roughly be called capital per worker (although the
figure includes net international assets and government structures)
amounted to about 1 percent.
aas part of ad "Althoughno detailedestimateshave been made for 1949and1950 data oncapital
aliens1 WC* formation indicate that national wealth, in constant prices, has continued to increase
over 4 percad at about the same rate. Hence, the quadrennial rate for 1946-50 of almost 20 percent
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Before 1929 reproducible tangible wealth increased at a rate closeto,
though apparently somewhat below, that of real national income.Accord.
ing to the recent estimates of the Council of Economic Advisers,gross
national product in constant prices grew about 220 percent between190
and 1929, or at an annual rate of 4 percent;reproducible tangibleassets,
according to Table I, B, increased about 160 percent,or 3 percenta
yeax.4T Between 1929 and 1939 national wealth,measured by repro-
ducible tangible assets, remained practically stable, whilereal national
product increased about 5 percent- again a fairly close Correspondence
From 1939 to 1948, however, the difference betweenthese two over-all
measures of economic welfare has been significant, reachinga size that
cannot be explained by possible shortcomings in thestatistics. Repro-
ducible national wealth grew 22percent, real gross national product,more
than 60 percent. This widegap calls for a more thorough analysisthan
can be attempted in this paper. One obviousreason, the reduction in unem..
ployment, is insufficient to explain allor most of the gap.
12) Finally, let us look at thepercentage distributions of nationalwealth.
In current prices the most noticeablechange is the decline in thepropor- tion of land fromover a third before World War Ito a sixth in1948 - due
chiefly to that in agricultural land.Since the proportion ofstructures has
not shown a distinct trend, though it hasundergone some substantial short
term fluctuations, that of equipment,both producer andconsumer dura- bles and inventories, hasrisen considerably. Thedistribution basedon 1929 prices shows essentiallythe same picture, indeeddiffers only to the
degree that relative assetprices have changed. In view ofthe imperfections of many of the deflatorsused it is difficult tosay which of the relatively
small differences betweenthe two distributionsare significant.
D COMPARISONSWITH OTHER ESTIMAfES OF NATIONAL. WEALTH
1 TOTAL NATIONALWEALTH
All previous comprehensiveestimates of the nationalwealth of the United States were essentiallycompiled by thecensus method, which intendsto reflect the current valueof eachcomponent. The only substantialattempt to build up wealth figuresfrom cumulateddepreciated adjusted capital expenditures is that of Kuznets,extending through 1938,but it is confined
The Economic Reportojihe President, Jan.1950, Chart 16.p. 77. "The Warren-peanindex of the physicalvolume of basic production(Goldand Prices, Wiley,1935, p. 49)rose only 120 percent,or about 2.8 percenta year, i.e., less than tangiblereproducible wealth. Mostother indices ofphysical volume indicate a growth of about 3½percent per annum (e.g.,see Carl Snyder,BusinessCycles, Macmillan, 1927,p.51),slightly more thanreproducible wealth.
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Table 4
National Wealth, Nine Estimates
Current Prices (billions of dollars)
COLUMN
1The Perpetual Inventory (end of year figures) excludes military assets and
the net foreign balance, but includes (in addition to the items in Table 1)
consumers' holdings of semidurable and perishable commodities and subsoil
assets.
2iiIstorical Statistics, p. 10. Estimates are for June 1 in 1900 and 1904, Decem-
ber 1 in 1912, and December31 in 1922.
3Federal Trade Commission, National Wealth and income, p. 28. Estimates
arc for December 31.
4National Resources Committee, Structure of the American Economy, Part 1,
p. 377. Estimate is presumably for the end of the year. Text discussion indi-
cates $350-360 billion as a preferable estimate, but it may range from $345
to $387 billion.
5National industrial Conference Board, Studies in Enterprise and Social Prog-
ress, p. 60. Estimates, available annually from 1922 through 1937, are pre-
sumably for the end of the year.
6Measurement of American Wealth, p. 11, and (for 1938) Anatomy of
American Wealth, p. 149 (excluding net foreign assets). Estimates are pre-
sumably for the end of the year. Annual figures are available from 1909 to
1932. In the Anatomy of American Wealth, p. 116, different estimates are
given for 1922, $321 billion, and for 1930, $428 billion.
7A Study of the Physical Assets of the United States, 1 922-33, p. 39. Figures,
available annually, are presumably for the end of the year.
8For 1929, Dickinson and Eakin, A Balance Sheet of the Nation's Economy
(University of Illinois, Bureau of Business Research, Bulletin 54), p. 29; for
1946, Franzy Eakin, Economic Activities of the People of the United States
(Economic Accounting, Inc., Decatur, Illinois, 1947), p. 18. The figure is
for total net worth at the end of the year. The basis of valuation is not indi-
cated; it is probably a mixture of book and market values.
9Annalist, October 23, 1931. Net foreign balance eliminated because not
included in other estimates.
P1
Census
Bureau FrC NRC NICE DoaneKellerEatinIngalls
(1) (2)(3)(4) (5)(6) (7) (8)(9)
1900 87 89 98
1904 109 107 125
1908 137 171'
1912 167 186 200
1920 369 349
1922 327 321 353 307 336 311
1929426 354444 414 584450







to reproducible tangible assets and is expressed in 1929, not current,
prices.48
The differences between P1 figures and other estimates may be due, apart
from differences in coverage for which adjustment should be made, (I) in
the case of reproducible tangible assets, to (a) true differences between
market price and replacement cost or (b) to differences in the degree to
which the PT estimates reflect replacement cost and those of the census-
type reflect market prices; (2) in the case of land, to different methods of
estimation; (3) in the case of inventories and foreign assets, to differences
in sources and in manipulation of figures.
Since most of the census-type estimates do not segregate land wemust
be content with comparing over-all figures for total national wealth (Table
4). And since consumers' holdings of semidurable goods and subsoilassets
seem to be included in all or most of the other estimates they were added
to the P1 figures. Military assets, consumers' holdings of perishables, and
the net foreign balance, on the other hand, were excluded because,as far
as can be ascertained, they are not covered by the other estimates.
The rather small difference between the PT estimates and those ofthe
census type in Table 4 will probably cause some astonishment. Beginning
with the Bureau of the Census estimates for 1900, 1904, 1912, and1922
the average deviation is only 4 percent, the sole significant differenceoccur-
ring in 1912 when the PT estimate is 11 percent less.Even if the FTC
estimate for 1922 is substituted for that of the Bureau of theCensus, which
it intends to correct, theaverage deviation for the four years rises to only
5 PerCent.
This comparison of estimates of total national wealthobviously does not
mean much. The relatively good correspondence with thecensus estimates
up to 1922 may be fortuitous or due to offsetting differencesin compo-
nents, as indeed it partly is. For the laterpart of the period, 1929-39, the
census-type estimates, practically all of whichstart with the 1922 estimates
of the Bureau of the Censusor the Federal Trade Commission, have such
a wide range that the PT estimates easilycome within it, but it is difficult
to determine just what figurea census-type estimate carried throughcon-
sistently in current prices wouldyield.
2 NATIONAL WEALTHCOMPoNE
It is hardly possibleor profitable to compare in detail the estimates of all
or even the major wealthcomponents derived by the P1 and thecensus
method. For somecomponents, especially agricultural land, inventories,
and net foreign assets, the figuresin Table I do not differ in derivation.
Differences in the figures, andthey are generally minor, reflectdifferent
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source material or divergencies in statistical manipulation. For structures
separate figures are often not given in the other estimates. For some com-
ponents, such as government asscts, the explanation of the differences,
mostly due to scarcity of reliable data, is too involved to justify detailed
discussion here. Comparison is therefore confined to three components
which, first, are very large; secondly, show substantial differencesus results;
and thirdly, can be based on first-hand census-type data: total nonfarni
real estate, residential real estate, and plant and equipment of corporate
business. The three segments overlap, but together, excluding duplica-
tions, account for nearly two-thirds of total national wealth.
a Nonfarm real estate
Comparison is of particular importance for nonfarm real estate, which
alone accounts for about half of total national wealth, because this is the
field in which the difference in method is most pronounced. Comparison
is possible, however, only with the estimates of Kuznets and Doane, since
the other census-type estimates do not systematically separate land from
structures.
For land and structures together the P1 estimates for 1900, 1912, and
1922, on the average, about equal those of Kuznets (although they are
slightly above Kuznets' estimate in 1922 and somewhat more below it in
1912); and they are quite close to those of Doane for 1930 and 1938
(Table 5). The comparison is more significant, however, if made separately
for land and structures. For land alone the P1 estimates are consistently be-
low those of Kuznets or Doane, and the difference is something likea third
in most years. For structures, on the other hand, and this is probably the
most significant single comparison, the P1 estimates generally are higher
than those of Kuznets or Doane. The excess, however, varies. It is rather
small for 1900 and 1912, but averages about 20 percent for 1922, 1929,
and1939. Ifthe comparison is made for private wealth alone, the differ-
ences are somewhat less in the case of structures and further enlarged for
land because the P1 estimates for public land are generally lower and
those for public structures consistently higher than those of Kuznets or
Doane. Differences in the estimates of privately owned land are due
chiefly to the substantial difference in the allocation of the total value of
residential real estate between land and structures; the allocation adopted
in the P1 seems more realistic (cf. Sec. B 5).
b Nonjarm residential real estate
In the case of nonfarm residential real estate, the largest single component
of national wealth, comparison is possible not only with the relevant fig-
ures in the over-all estimates but also with some independent census-typeCOLUMN
1,4,7TabIel.
2, 5,8Kuznets, Nwional Product since 1869,pp. 201-2. 3.6,9Doane, Anatomy of American Wealth,pp. 116, 149.
data, some of whichcan be regarded as yielding as goodestimates in
current prices as are available (Table6).
The estimates of the valueof nonfanu residential realestate derived in the P1 on the assumption ofa life of 60 years correspond ratherclosely with those included in Kuznets'and Doane's estimates ofnational wealth in all years except 1912.The census-type estimatesare generally, but only
slightly, higher. Of theindependent estimates of thevalue of residential
real estate with whichcomparison can be made, that of Wickensfor 1930 and the one thatcan be derived from the Survey ofConsumer Finances for the end of 1948are both considerably above theP1 estimate, the difierence being about 16percent in 1930 and 23percent in 1948. As the Survey estimates are basedon owners' valuations theymay err on the optimistic side, although thereis no evidence that theoverstatement is substantial. On the other hand, theBureau of the Censusestimate based on the Hous- ing Census of 1940 is6 percent below theP1 figure. It, however, isgen- erally regardedas considerably too low,and an estimate incurrent prices comparable with that ofWickens or the Surveyof Consumers' Finances would probably beat least as highas the P1.
The P1 figures forthe depreciatedreplacement cost of nonfarm resi- dential real estate tendto be slightly belowcensus-type estimates of its current value, even whena useful life of 60years is assumed and the repofleei constructionexpendjes areconsiderably increased to take account of cost elementsnot covered. Whilethe shortage of the P1 esti-
50
Table 5
Nonfarm Land and Structures, Three Estimates
Current Prices (billions of dollars)
LANDAND STRUCTURES LAND
P1Kuznets DoanePtKuznets Doane Pt
PAR? 1
STRUCTURES
KuznetsD0 (1)(2)(3) (4)(5)(6) (7)(8)(9) A TOTAL
1900 42.947.7 13.721.8 29.225.9
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Table 6
Nonfarm Residential Real Estate, Several Estimates
Current Prices (billions of dollars)
t
LINE
IResidential construction expenditures, including additions and alterations,
builders' profits and dealers' commissions minus allowance for fire losses, plus
estimated value of underlying land.
2National Product since 1869, p. 201-2.
3Anatomy of American Wealth, pp. 116, 149.
41930: Wickens, op. cit., p. 3.
1940: Bureau of the Census, Release Series H-1943, No. 1.
1948: Estimate for owner-occupied houses, $180 billion, from Federal Reserve
Bulletin, 1949, p. 1045; for multifamily and rented I-to 4-family dwell-
ings based on ratio of owner-occupied to rented dwellings allowing for
fact that the average number of rooms per dwelling unit and the average
value per room are somewhat lower for rented dwellings.
5Line I minus line 2 or line 3.
6 Line 5 (disregarding signs) divided by average of lines 1 and 2 or 3.
7Line I minus line 4.
8Line 7 (disregarding signs) divided by average of lines I and 4.
mates in the earlier part of the period may be due predominantly, or even
wholly, to the lower estimate for land, the differences for 1929, 1939, and
1948 cannot; rather they indicate higher implied structure values in the
census-type estimates.
The shortage of the P1 estimates, therefore, may be due either to an
understatement of original capital expenditures on residential construc-
tion or to a difference between market price and replacement cost. The IT1
reported capital expenditures, on which the P1 estimates are based, may
still be incomplete, even after allowance has been made for builders' and
dealers' profits and for expenditures on additions and alterations. At pres-
ent, however, one cannot either be positive in making such a statement or
estimate the possible shortage in the reported figures without a thorough
first-hand analysis of the construction expenditure series of the Department
of Commerce which was utilized in the PT from 1915 on. Nor is much
known about differences between the trend of construction (replacement)
1900 1912 19221929 19391948
IPerpetual Inventory 17 27 62 105 92 182
2Kuznets 20 39 68




5 Amount 3 --12 --63 0
6 Percent 16 36 9 3 0
Difference between lines
1&4
7 Amount 18 548
8 Percent 16 6 23
* 1930. 1938. f 1940.52 PART
costs and market prices. Whatever material is available on this point
is
confined to 1-to 4-family houses and does not go further back thanWorld
War 1. This material, which leaves very much to be desiredconcerning
coverage and accuracy, does not show pronounced discrepancies between
the movements of construction costs and prices over the periodas a whole.
However, the two series probably diverged significantly especiallybetween
1915 and 1920 and between 1929 and 1935. There is thus littledoubt that
for some of the benchmark dates for which estimatesare shown in Table I
current (market) prices and reproduction costs differed. But formost of
the dates, the difference does not seem to have been large.Moreover, there
is no evidence that, as would benecessary to explain the tendency of the
P1 figures to fall short of the census-type estimates,constructjocosts
tended to lag behind market prices for long periods.Enough is known
about the relation between replacementcosts and market prices toexplain
such a shortage for a few benchmark dates,for instance 1944. Forother
dates the relation would leadone to expect the P1 estimates toexceed
those of a census-type, particularlyfor 1920, 1932, and 1936,and pos-
sibly also for 1939-40. Our knowledgeabout changes in prices ofhouses,
and even their cost of construction,however, is still so tenuous thatno
thorough-going explanationcan be attempted.
c Corporate plant and equipment
Comparison of the value ofcorporate plant and equipment withindepen- dent data is importantbecause this categorycovers between a fifth and
a fourth of reproducible tangible wealthand is an especially significant
component in today's economy. it is,however, very difficult.First, all
available corporate dataare in book values, which generallytend toward original deprecjatejcost but are affected bymany revaluations. Secondly,
comprehensive corporate dataare available only foraggregate 'capital
assets' which makes it diflicultto trace the reasons fordiscrepancies to the two main components, i.e.,structures on the one hand, andmachinery and equipmenton the other. Thirdly, theaggregate balance sheets for all
corporations prepared by the Bureauof Internal Revenue fromtax returns have the essential detailonly since 1930, thusstarting in a period especially affected by revaluafions.
Detailed comparison ofthe PT estimates forplant and equipment with the figures fromStatistics of Income, andparticularly an explanation of the differences betweenthem, would requireseparate study. It would be conclusive only if twoconditions were met: ifwe had comprehensive and detailed informationon the effects ofrevaluations, consolidations, and similar transactionson the BIR figures; and ifthe PT estimates could be classified by industries.Neither condition ismet; hence all that is possible
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is to compare the over-all figures and consider some factors that may help
to explain their differences.
The DIR figures represent the book value of plant and equipment minus
depreciation reserves as reported on tax returns, while the P1 estimates
are the sum of estimated capital expenditures - the ratioof corporate to
total capital expenditures on a given type of asset being roughly estimated
- minus standardized depreciation allowancesvarying for the different
types of struct1re and equipment.
The P1 estimates are well below the BIR figures, though both supposedly
reflect essentially depreciated original cost (Table 7). In 1926, the first
year for which the comparison is possible, the P1 estimate fallsabout $25
billion or 30 percent short of the BIR figure. The difference remains about
the same percentagewise until the early '30's, then slowly declines to only
$8 billion or 9 percent in 1946.
Table 7
Net Capital Assets of Corporations
P1 and Bureau of Internal Revenue Figures (billions of dollars)
UNE
1Sum of cumulated depreciated estimated expenditures by corporations on con-
struction (not including development expenditures in mining) and producer
durables.
2Statistics of Income, various issues. Published datiiclude land and intangible
assets which were assumed to amount to ll and 3.5 percent respectively of
net capital assets, the approximate 1939 raid 1940 relationship. (Land values
were given annually for 1939 and subseqAent years, but the value of intangible
assets was given for only 1939 and 1940)
3Line2minuslinel.
4 Sum of cumulated depreciated expenditures for railroad construction and rail-
way and transit equipment.
5Statistics of Income Source Hook. Data exclude land, which in 1930, 1932,
and 1936, was estimated to amount to 1 percent of net capital assets on basis








(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
All Corporations
1P1 59.7 73.4 71.1 66.7 67.9 70.7 80.1
2 BIR 84.4104.7 93.9 84.7 86.5 83.5 88.0
3Difference 24.7 31.3 22.8 18.0 18.6 12.8 7.9
Railroads
4 P1 13.0 12.1 10.4 9.6 9.3 9.4
5ifiR 23.3 19.6 19.9 22.4 20.0 18.6
6 Difference 10.3 7.5 9.5 12.8 10.7 9.2
All Other Corporations
7P1 60.459.0 56.3 58.3 61.4 70.7
8 BIR 81.474.3 64.8 64.1 63.5 69.4
9Difference 21.0 15.3 8.5 5.8 2.1-1.3S
Understanding of the figures and their differences is facilitated by segre-
gating railroads; this, however, can be done only since 1930. For the othe1
corporations the P1 estimates also are below the BLR figures, but the dif-
ference is considerably less. In 1930, for instance, it is $21 billion (against
$31 billion for all corporations), and by 1944 has almost disappeared.
Three things now have to be explained: first, the large discrepancyfor
the railroads - the BIR figures are about twice the P1; secondly, thelower
level of the P1 figures for other corporations until the mid-forties;and,
thirdly, the narrowing of the difference between 1930 and 1946 whichis
partly due to higher net additions to corporate plant and equipmentfrom
1939 to 1946 in the P1 estimates than in the BIR figures.
The large excess of the BIR figures for railroads seems to be duemain'y
to the fact that the railroads in their tax reports, as in otheracCountj
statements, make little use of depreciation, but generally relyon replace.
ment accounting. The P1 estimates, on the other hand, are basedon regujar
depreciation of cumulated capital expenditures at the ratesapplied to all
business, and these expenditures are incomplete because in dividingtotal
capital expenditures between railroads and other corporations,all expendj..
tures on locomotives and roffing stock were attributedto the railroads
but it was impossible to allow for railroad purchases ofother producer
durables.
The reasons for the continuous shortage of the P1figures for other cor-
porations are not inunediately evident. However, it islargest, $21 billion,
in 1930, and probably increased considerablybetween 1926 and 1930;
the lack of earlier figures is specially unfortunatein this case. This trend
indicates that the excess of the BIR figures ispartly due to write-ups during
the '20's reflecting consolidations,recapitalizations, or simple book write-
ups. Such write-ups have been large in thecase of electric utilities and are
also known to have occurrednot infrequently in manufacturing andmiii-
ing.49 They must have beencommon also in connection with capitalassets
acquired before the introduction of thecorporate income tax in 1913 since
tax regulations permitted the write-upsof such assets to their 1913 values.
However, unless revaluationswere much more common than is thought,
they can explain onlya small part of the $21 billion differencein 1930.
A second reason for the higherBIR values may be thatcorporations on
the average used lowerrates of depreciation, especially before1930, than
the rates applied in derivingthe P1 figures, which generallyare those com-
mon in the '3 0's and '40's. Sucha difference in the average rate of deprecia-
tion may be due either to lowerrates on the same types of assetsor to the
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omission of depreciation on some assets by some industries and firms, par-
ticularly before the income tax was introduced in 1913. The amounts
involved, however, again can explain only a fraction of the total difference
between net capital assets of corporations in Table 7.
Thirdly, the P1 figures do not include underground development costs
in mining because statistics of construction do not coverexpenditures of
this type. As far as development costs are treated in the accounts of mining
companies as current expenses this omission, of course, does not contribute
to the difference between the P1 and the BIR figures. Partof development
costs, although an unknown part (but in tax returnsunderlying the BIR
figures probably only a minor one), has always been capitalized, andit is
by these capitalized amounts that the BIR figures might beexpected to
exceed the P1. The material is much too scanty to permit an estimateof the
amounts involved, but it might come to several billion dollars.
Since it is unlikely that net write-ups, the understatement ofdeprecia-
tion allowances, or the omission of part of development expenses are
responsible for the entire difference, the possibility must be considered
that the figures for capital expenditures underlying the P1 estimates aretoo
low. This again may be due to an underestimation of eithertotal expendi-
tures on commercial and industrial structuresand on producer durables
or the proportion of the totalassigned to corporations.
While the allocation of total capital expenditures betweenincorporated
and unincorporated enterprises necessarily had to be rough,it can hardly
understate corporate capital expenditures more than about 5 percent,since
the proportion allocated to unincorporated enterprises wasonly 15 percent.
The possibilities for understatement are, of course, muchlarger in total
expenditures on commercial and industrial structures and onproducer
durables which were based essentially on seriesdeveloped for the former
by Professor Kuznets (before 1915) and the Departmentof Commerce;
and for the latter by W. H. Shaw (before 1929) andagain the Department.
Expenditures on the installation and major repair of equipmentand on
construction on force account are specially likely to havebeen underesti-
mated. Omission of part of capital expenditures of this typemight amount
to 10 or even 20 percent of the reportedtotals.5°
Thus, three main factors appear to explain whythe P1 estimates of plant
and equipment in 1930 are lower than the BIR figures.First, and probably
NIn deriving the P1 estimates for producer durableequipment Shaw's figures for the
period before 1929 were linked to the Department of Commerceseries for later
years, and in the process reduced 15 percent.Bad this not been done, the P1 estimates
for corporate plant and equipment would be at least 5 percenthigher than the figures
in Table 7 before 1930, but the difference would becomeprogressively smaller for
later years.$ 56 PART i
the most important, are the write-ups in corporate tax returns;Second the
smaller depreciation allowances in corporate returns, particularlyjj
case of railroads; third, the underestimation of capital eXpenditures
an<j
the omission of capitalized development expenditure in miningin the p
estimates. Of these three reasons, the third alone reflectsa Shortcoming
of the P1 estimates. As far as the difference is due to the firsttwo reasom
the P1 estimates seem to be preferable. The true figure, i.e.,one measurjg
all actual capital expenditures consistently depreciated,almost
lies between the P1 estimates and the Statistics of incomefigures, andis probably nearer the former.
Turning now to 1930-39 there is little doubt thatthe mainreason for
the decline in the excess of the BIR figures isto be sought in thelarge
write-downs in book values of plant and equipmentduring the depressjo
and its aftermath.' Here the P1 estimatesof the change incorporate capital
assets, which are not affected by such revaluations,are clearly preferab
if we want to measure changes inwealth.
It is difficult to be positive in explainingthe course of thetwo sets of
estimates between 1939 and 1946. Omittingthe railroads, the P1estimates show a net increase in capitalassets, at original cost, of $12billion, while Statistics of income indicatesan increase of only slightlyover $5 billion.
Two possible explanations forthe smaller increasecome to mind. The
first is the continuation duringthe early '40's of write-dosand other
downward revaluations. Thesecond, probablymore important, is the increase, in one formor another, during the war ofdepreciation allow- ances beyond the standardizedprewar rates which were continuedin deriv- ing the P1 estimates.
The comparison thenseems to indicate that thereare reasons for the higher Statistics of incomefigures on corporate plantand equipment; but that the size of thedifference before the '40'sis such as to pointto some, although not a very large,understatement in the P1estimates of corporate,
Solomon Fabricant found thatnet downward revaluation ina sample of 272 indus- trial corporatjofrom 1931 to 1934amounted to about 7percent of the net book value of assets (CapitalConsumption and Adjustment,p. 213). SEC figures indicate that downwardrevaluations continued duringthe latter part of the '30'sbut on a smaller scale, averagingabout 0.3 percentper year (Survey 0/AmericanListed Cor- porations, Part II,p. 71). If these rates are applied
to all corporations other than railroads, they would pointto total net write-downduring the '30's of about$6 billion; eveti if theyare confined to corporatjoin manufacturingmining, construc- tion, trade, andservice (thus excludingthe utilities) netwrite-downs would still be nearly $4 billion, and thusexplain a good part ofthe larger decline,about $14 billion, in net capitalassets shown by the BIRfigures. Neither sample includesreal estatecorporatiom in which write-downswere prob- ably heavy. Theircapital assets wereabout $15 billion(of which about $4 billion was land) as late as 1938.A PERPETUAL INVENTORY OF NATIONAL WEALTH 57
and probably total, capital expenditures on either commercial and indus-
trial structures or producer durables or both, and hence of the value of
industrial and commercial plant and equipment at inventory dates.
E ON THE WAY TO A NATIONAL ANNUAL BALANCE SHEET
Two major steps are necessary to bridge the gap between the P1 as it now
stands and a comprehensive annual national balance sheet that would fit
into a system of social accounts The first is to put the P1 estimates for the
past on a firmer basis, to develop additional classifications for major indus-
tries, and to improve the basic figures as well as the statistical procedures
for extendmg the P1 into the future The second consists of the addition of
an annual statement of claims, liabilities, and equities that tiesin with the
statement of tangible assets provided by the P1.
1 IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PERPETUAL INVENTORY
The P1 estimates for any inventory date depend by their very nature on
Ilf$12t* capital expenditures for as many years as the assumed length of useful life
of each type of asset An improvement of the P1 estimates of tangible
assets, therefore, entails both bettering the estimates of the past - a task
in winch we are generally limited to analyzingand reworking existing
statistics or to material already in the files of government agencies or lend-
ing institutions - and collecting, where necessary, more reliable, compre-
hensive, and detailed statistics for the future. As the problems are generally
the same, the improvements may be listed together
a) Determination of the deficiencies in the basic data oncapital expendi-
tures used in the P1, i.e., primarily on construction and on consumerand
: producer durables as they have been or are being prepared by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, andthe Bureau of
Agricultural Economics.52 All these statistics will have to becarefully
examined, especially with respect to coverage, the comprehensivenessof
winch should be tested by comparison with census-type figures onboth
capital expenditures and capital assets. Special attentionshould be given
to cost of installations, additions, remodeling,and similar expenditures,
and to force account outlay.
'j b) Estimates, even rough, of expenditures on soil improvement,clearing,
orchards, and forests, and on the corresponding items of soillosses.
c) Estimates of development costs and depletion in mining,which, like
those mentioned under b, are now generally omitted fromthe nation's
capital account
$4 A special, but for the past particularly important, need forimprovement exists with
respect to construction expenditures on so-called commercialbuildings.58 PART
Development of business-type asset statements for federal, state, and
local governments.
Classification of estimates for the main types of capital expenditure into
those by corporations, unincorporated business enterprises, individuais,
private nonprofit institutions, and government. Where such a segregatjo
is not feasible for the annual series of capital expenditures, rough ratios
should be based, for both the past and the future, on either sample inquiries
or the distribution of certain types of capital assets among the different
classes of owners at benchmark dates.
Collection of information on the division, in current prices, between
land and structures for the main types of real estate. For the future sucha
division could be based on both appraisals by lending institutions and
appropriately modified assessed valuation data; for the past, the files of
lending institutions, possibly together with a sample study basedon plat
books, seems most promising.
Systematic collection of depreciation rates of different types ofassets
used in business accounts, both on a current basis foruse in future esti-
mates and for certain past periods.
As a supplement two studies should be made: of the relationbetween
the market value of physically identical, or very similar,assets of different
ages at a given time in order to determine the shape of the market deprecia-
tion curve, especially for residential buildings and forsome types of con-
sumer durables; and of the possibilities of developing nonlinear remaining
value curves for at least some types ofassets.
Determination, through sample studiesor otherwise, of the typical
life span of consumer durables and semidurables.
Determination of the typical holdings byconsumers of nondurable com-
modities, probably througha small sample study attached to one of the
many consumer expenditure surveys.
Development of more comprehensiveand reliable deflators for durable
assets, particularly residential and otherbuildings, and certain types of
long-lived producer andconsumer equipment; attempt to takeaccount of
changes in 'quality'; andcomparison of these indices withindices of
replacement cost.
I) Development of indices of pricesof nonfarm land, especiallyvacant lots.
m) Reconciliation of theestimates derived by the P1method with the
information on the value of plantand equipment on taxreturns or other
corporate records, or derived fromcensus-type statistics or sample surveys
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2 AN ANNUAL STATEMENT OF CLAIMS, LIABILITIES, AND EQUITIES
To some extent an annual statement of claims, liabilities,and equities can
be built up by a process analogous to the P1. New loans orpurchases of
securities would correspond to capital expenditures, and repaymentof
loans and retirement or sale of securities, to depreciation andsimilar allow-
ances. Such an approach hasconsiderable advantages, e.g., that of separat-
ing new loans from repayments, and purchases fromsales, for the different
types of intangible assets. Lack of data preventsits general application,
especially for the past, except to a few types of intangiblessuch as home
mortgage loans and consumer credit, and even thenonly for the last 10 to
20 years. This approach, however, should be thegoal, and should become
the standard treatment as rapidly as the necessary data aredeveloped. For
the past, and probably also for some time in the future,it will be necessary
to base an annual statement of intangibles onthe claims, liabilities, and
equities in existence at the inventory date. This is notthe place to discuss
whether, or to outline how, comprehensive data onclaims, liabilities, and
equities can be built up for the past. It is sufficient to setforth the conditions
that such an attempt must meet, conditions thatapply equally for the
future; and to assert that reasonably satisfactoryestimates can be obtained,
even though with considerabledifficulty and with an increasing margin of
error as we go back.53
Estimates, cross-classified by the main types ofboth intangibles (such
as the different typesof loans and securities) and creditors and debtors,
are needed.
The separation of new loans from repaymentsfor each type of asset
calls for separate data on issues and retirementsof securities (available
since the '20's although not in verysatisfactory or comprehensive form
for retirements); on loans made, repaid, andotherwise extinguished; and
on the purchasc and saleof securities by institutions of the type now
available, although not in quite satisfactory form,for investment and
life insurance companies. Thegoalshould be to have statistics that permit
reconciling the changes in reported outstandings (orholdings) of a given
type of asset between inventorydates with the difference between pur-
chases and sales (or loans and repayments) duringthe interval.
NThe most important previous attempts to build up statementsof claims and liabili-
ties for either a short series of years or for certainbenchmark dates are contained in
Evans Clark, The Internal Debt of the United States(Macmillan, 1933); A. G. Hart,
Debts and Recovery 1929-1937 (Twentieth CenturyFund, 1938); W. H. Lough,
High-Level Consumption (McGraw-Hill, 1935); LeonardKuvin, Private Long Term
Debt and Interest in the United States (National IndustrialConference Board, 1936);
and in the current estimates of the Department of Commerce(e.g., Survey of Cur-




As a part of b, or separately if b cannot be obtained,it is essenjto
segregate changes in claims or liabilities outstanding thatare due to the
balance of new credits and repayments from thoserepresenting revajua.
tions, write-offs, exchanges, accrual ofinterest, and foreclosures.
As claims and liabilitiesare almost always expressed inabsolute amounts the problem of price changes properly speaking,which raisesso many difficulties for tangible assets, doesnot arise. In many cases,how.
ever, the same claim or liability is valued differentlyin the balancesheet of the creditor and the debtor,and both valuations may, inaddition, differ from the market price. Tomaintain equality in the nationalbalance sheet between total claims and liabilities(disregarding the net foreignbalance) it is thereforenecessary to introduce 'valuation adjustment'items. They raise several difficulties, inboth theory and practice, especiallyin the case of equity securities(discussed in Volume Twelve ofthis series: R.W. Goldsmith, 'Measuring NationalWealth in a System of SocialAccounting', pp. 37 if.). There are no census-typecomprehensive data on equitieson either an original costor a market price basis; and thedifference between market price, generallyidentical with the holders'valuation, and book value is much larger thanin the case of debt securitiesand claims.
The final step in developinga comprehensive annual nationalbalance sheet should be toreconcile the statement of claims,liabilities, and equitieswith the P1 estimates oftangible wealth in thesense that the sum oftangible assets equals the sum of thenet worth of all economicunits within the nation. Thereconciliation can be effectedon the basis of originalcost, current value, replacementcost, or base period price,calling, of course, for both atangible asset statementand a claims, liabilities,and equities statement compiledon the appropriate basis.Each set ofstatements has its special functions.Though the balance sheetin current prices isprobably most common, that inbase period prices isessential for any analysisin 'real' terms, and thatin original cost isimportant because it isnearest to present methods of businessaccounting.
Problems ofreconciliation, mentionedabove, arise mainlyfrom two sets of facts. First, theowner's valuation oftangible assets is generallynot identical withany of the four bases- national original cost, base period price, market price,or replacement cost.Secondly, the value ofa bundle of assets, suchas a going enterprise,differs from that ofits assets and lia- bilities, valuedindependentlyon any consistent basis.
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publishing balance sheets. This can be done partly by blowing upthe
figures, a procedure generally permissible for sectors ofthe economy in
which balance sheets are available for a considerableproportion of all
units. But for branches whose actual records areunavailable, balance
sheets must be constructed. This usually means basing the statements on
original cost to the owning unit (which may differ from nationaloriginal
cost), and using straight-line depreciation at the ratesprevalent in busi-
ness. The results of suchcomputations and combinations are not likely to
be satisfactory inasmuch as they represent a not verywell determined
mixture of different valuation bases.M They have thefurther drawback of
not being comparable over time, and of noteasily permitting comparison
among groups of economic units even at onetime.
The other approach is to reconstruct the national balancesheet on a
consistent valuation basis, proceeding along the linesof either national
business or economic accounting.55 The P1 isintended as a step toward
such a consistent national balance sheet. The valuationof tangible assets
on the selected basis (nationaloriginal cost, replacement cost, base period
price, or current price) is primary. Claimsand liabilities are entered at
the appropriate value, i.e., at face value for originalcost valuation and at
market price for current or replacement costvaluation. Net worthy derived
as a residual, does notequal either the book value of the equity orthe
market price of equity securities. This consistentnational balance sheet
is then reconciled by means of appropriatevaluation adjustment sched-
ules with a net worth statement based either onbook values or on the
market price of equity and debt securities.
"One of Franzy Eatin's studies illustrates the pitfallsof this approach (Economic
Activities of the People of the United States, pp. 28-9).His total 'net worth of the
national economy', $429 billion in 1946, obviously representsneither current values
- on which basis thefigure would have to be about 51) percent larger - nororiginal
depreciated cost consistently applied.
"Cf. R. W. Goldsmith, op. cit., p. 25.Mr. Goldsmith'spaper makes a substantial andwelcome additionto our stock of statisticson national wealth- a field that is again
occupying attention after havingbeen overshadowed forseveral decadesby the luxuriant growth ofestimation and analysis ofnational income.To those who have hadsome experience in thisarea, the exhaustive searchfor data, the ingenuity in piecingout insufficient information,and thecourage in overriding obstaclesthat have gone intothe preparation ofMr. Gold- smith's estimatesare obvious; and the indebtednessof all scholarsto him is great. Wemay expect wide use of theestimates, both ofthe discerning type that may contributeto their improvementand of theuncritical type that is likelyto misinterpret them.It is to be hopedthat Mr.Goldsmith will havean opportunity topresent them ineven more detail, witha full description ofsources of data and methodsof derivation,and with suffi- cient guidepoststo permit usersto orient themselves.
In view of thebroad scope ofMr. Goldsmith'spaper, it is impossibleto comment on itsystematically, with fullattention to all thesectors covered. I prefer to takethis opportunityto discuss a fewtopics, somebecause they are interesting, othersbecause theyare puzzling.
I DEPRECIATION
Depreciation chargesare largely in thenature of crude,anticipatory allow- ances for inevitablefuttire losses. Thatthe durablecapital items inques- tion will not lastphysically andcannot be retainedin economicuse forever is one certainaspect of thedepreciation problem.But it is equallyclear, as Mr. Goldsmithemphasizes, thatthe chargesestimated by thebusiness enterprises thatoperate the capitalequipment, by themarket when it appraises usedcapital goods,or by the statisticianswho serveas the eco- nomic consciencefor the capitalusers (eithergovernment or ultimate consumers) bearonly a vaguerelation to thelosses as theymate. lalize in reality.
Three types ofloss seem tobe involved:(a) physicaldeterioration toa point where thecapital goodcannot be usedany further, despitethe own- er's willingnessto incur highmaintenance andother operatingexpenses; (b) costdeterioration, wherethe impairmentof the technicalefficiency of the capitalgood can becompensated bylarger maintenanceand other expenses in providingthe sameoutput; (c)obsolescence, whichmay beA PERPETUAL INVENTORY OF NATIONAL WEALTH 63
defined as loss in positionrelativeto new capital units available for the
same productive purposes.
The first type of loss materializes when a capital good is discarded, with
or without salvage value, because longer use is impossible. Many such
discards may not, in reality, be due to physical deterioration, pure and
proper. Some items are abandoned or destroyed because they are obsolete,
not because they cannot be used effectively, with or sometimes without
major increases in operating expenses. Many a brownstone house is razed,
not because it could not provide much better service than one of the newer
monstrosities built on the site, but partly because fashions change and
partly because people demand types of residential service that cannot be
accommodated within its framework. Whatever data we have on the ages
of the capital units still standing are, therefore, not necessarily reliable
guides to their ages in terms of purely physical deteriorationand not only
because of the possible influence of obsolescence.
Other capital items may be destroyed by deliberate or unintentional
undermaintenance. The user of many, perhaps all, capital items can choose
between keeping maintenance down to the barest miniinwn, counting on
x years of service, and meticulous repair and maintenance that might
assure, say, 2x years of equally effective service. If the decision is in favor
of the former the capital item is discarded after x years, but this does not
mean that it could not have been used longer.
The ultimate physical death and the corresponding pure element of loss
in depreciation charges - distinguished from obsolescence factors and
from deterioration that increases operating costs - would then be repre-
sented by the loss inevitable despite the best care and continuous mainte-
nance. This loss is actually incurred only when the capital item is discarded,
yet it is spread over the lifetime of the capital good and never charged
off fully at the time of discard for several reasons. First, it cannot easily
be distinguished from the postponed and accumulated maintenance that
should have been adhered to systematically and can best be viewed as a
current charge. Second, from the financing standpoint it may be more con-
venient to accumulate funds gradually than make a charge upon income
for the single year in which the item is discarded. Third, it is extremely
difficult to estimate this loss separately from others that lend themselves
more naturally to a rough annual charge. The element in depreciation
charges associated with loss due to physical deterioration thus consists of
two parts: the physical decay that cannot be avoided no matter how prompt
and adequate current repairs and maintenance are; the loss due to failure
to provide these repairs and maintenance because a shorter physical life
of the capital equipment is preferred.
Assume that the capital good is kept in the best possible physical shape
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by careful maintenance and repair and that there is no obsolescenced
to technical changes or shifts in taste. Can there be losses assocjajwith
increasing cost with the passage of time?
The answer would presumably differ from case to case. Insome, ccjs
of operation may not increase; and in many cases it may bemore tliai
offset by improvements that enhance the efficiency of the capitalequipme
without additional outlay. But in other cases, costs other than forrepaw
and maintenance may rise well before the physical life of thecapital unit
is ended. Furthermore, the curve describing such increase incost may
differ in shape and level for different types of capital equipment.
The latter situation represents a loss in the efficiency ofcapital from
the standpoint of society: if, to produce the same finishedoutput, more
resources must be expended, the contribution of capital isobviously
smaller, and the value of capital to the economy therebydiminished. Like-
wise, when a capital good is owned and operated byan ultimate consumer,
this type of deterioration is looked uponas a loss in value: if a houseowner
must burn more fuel to keep as warm as when his furnacewas new, the
capital value of the house and the furnace to him is lessthan it was. But
the treatment in the case of business enterprises isless clear. If a firm incurs
higher operating expenses, which are duly recorded, thensells the product
at a price that yields the same net return, the value of thecapital does not
change; and to enter a depreciation charge wouldbe tantamount to double-
counting expenses. If with higher operatingexpenses, the firm sustains a
loss (or diminution of net revenue), there isa loss in capital value but it is
in the nature of a revaluation of capitalrather than of a depreciation charge
that must be treated as a currentexpense and covered from current sales.
The case of business firms differs from thoseof society at large and ultimate
consumers because the former operateon a net profit or revenue basis, and
the latter on a gross incomeor product basis.
But even a business firm hasgrounds for charging depreciationin the
desire and need topreserve competitive position vis-a-vis otherfirms in the
same industry and perhaps also in other industries.Even under the assumed
conditions of no changes in technologyand in tastes, and complete and
adequate maintenance,a firm with a capital tool that costsmore to operate
as time passes will be at a competitivedisadvantage relative to other finns
in the same industry (includingpotential entrants) that haveyounger
tools, or relative to firms in otherindustries turning outa competing prod-
uct. Unless it accumulates fundsto purchase a new tool long before the
physical deterioration of theold tool has gone far butas soon as its cost
deterioration makes anew tool desirable despite the purchaseoutlay, it
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Clearly, this basis for depreciation charges is the firmer the more com-
petitive the market in which the enterprise operates; which may be one
reason why monopolistic public utilities, e.g., railroads, have been content
to keep their charges at such low, perhaps unwarrantedly low, levels. It
should be clear also that for any given capital tool, the loss in relative
competitive position attributed to the passage of time is some function of
the increase in operating expenses that cannot be avoided despite allow-
ance for full maintenance and repair. To determine the curve of the latter
and the function that would help to translate it prooerly into the loss of
competitive advantage would demand a huge intellectual effort. Hence,
the usual practice of business firms and others - to deal with the problem
by the crudest possible device and as part of total depreciation charges in
which loss due to higher operating costs is merged with other losses - is in
accordance with sound instinct.
c) Obsolescence is deterioration in the relative position of a capital user
because technical improvements embodied in new tools must be foregone
as long as the old tool is used (even though other improvements can be
made without purchasing a new unit); or because changes in taste may
render the old tool obsolete in terms of new demands. Such obsolescence
may arise from changes in technique or tastes not only in a given industry
or product but also in other industries and markets whose products can in
any way be substitutes; and changes on the demand side may stem not
only from such usual sources as the whims of fashion or the long term
propensities of consumers but also from such major historical events as
wars. The wide ramification of sources of obsolescence should be obvious.
Two inferences are perhaps warranted. First, obsolescence accounts for
a large proportion of depreciation charges. The preceding discussion indi-
cates how difficult it would be to estimate for a given complex of capital
goods the charges assignable to their eventual physical collapse, to main-
tenance not incurred that helped to shorten their physical life, and to the
loss in competitive advantage reflecting unavoidable increase in operating
expenses. Any statement about the shares of the various elements in total
depreciation charges must therefore be largely guesswork. But we know
that the physical life of equipment is far longer than is assumed in deprecia-
tion charges; that maintenance cannot be long postponed without impair-
ing operation; and that the rise in operating expenses within the ordinarily
assumed lifetime of capital goods is relatively moderate. Consequently, the
life period used in depreciation charges is cut short largely by considera-
tions of obsolescence and the latter must account for a substantial part of
depreciation charges. This is true of both producer goods, for which tech-
nical progress is the major source of obsolescence, and consumer goods,





The second, even more plausible, inference isthe extremedifficulty of calculating the effect of obsolescence withany precision. The capitaluser must take account of a tremendous variety ofpossible impacts frommany sources that are outside his own observation. Asin estimatingphysic lifetime, a forecast is requiredhere also. But whereas in theformer, the forecast can relyon relatively tangible and proven records ofthe physical behavior of the good, in forecastingobsolescence one mustextrapolate into the future a past that reflects theplay of various tangible andintangible factors. It is no wonder thatestimates actually madeare rough and ready
affairs and in somany cases turn out to be far off.
The most intriguingaspect of the obsolescence element indeprecia charges is, however, itsambiguity in reflecting changesin capitalas a productive factor. In dealingwith the physical collapse ofa capital good or with a loss in effectivenessexpressed by an unavoidableincrease in operating costs under thesame conditions, we face a hard fact- the loss in capital asa productive factor. But obsolescencedoes not mean thatthe given capital itemcannot produce as many unitsor satisfy the same tastes
as before. It is a measure offoregone opportunities,not of loss in efficienc, In what sense does,therefore, obsolescence justifya deduction from capi- tal, from thestandpoint of society, howevermuch it may be justifiedby business firmsas a protection against lossin relative competitiveposition vis-a-vjs newcomerswho can reap thedifferential advantage oftheir newness?
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acter of the obsolescence element in depreciation chargesas an indication
of any absolute decline in the magnitude of capitalas a productive factor
was obvious indeed.
in cumulating the values of capital formation froma given time, and
deriving the estimates of reproducible capital by the perpetual inventory
method Mr. Goldsmith urges, should we subtract depreciationcharges -
or at least the substantial proportion of them that represents allowances
for obsolescence? In raising this questionwe are not concerned with sta-
tistical feasibilities but assume that the obsolescence elementcan be
segregated.
Two difficulties arise in answering this question in theaffirmative. The
first concerns changes in taste: we must view the stock fromthe standpoint
of a recent pattern of tastes, ordinarily implicit in conversionto some
recent year's constant prices. As far as anythinggoes out of style forever,
the associated element of obsolescence must be recognized inany appraisal
of the stock of capital as a productive factor gearedto the present and
prospective pattern of tastes. The second difficulty too is associated with
the pricing problem, but in a different way. In estimating thestock of
capital as a cumulation of capital formation,we would presumably use a
constant price base. But the usual adjustments for changes in prices do not
take full account of the marked increases in the efficiency of capital interms
of service units: our price indexes grossly underestimate the rises in effi-
ciency, and hence the declines in real prices. Whenwe 'deflate' capital
formation of 1900-09 to 1929 prices, we overestimate the volume in that
decade viewed as a productive tool compared with the volume in,say,
1920.29. This overestimate is a function of the factor involved in the
obsolescence charge- the effect of technical changes on the relative effi-
ciency of the dollar already invested in existing, and hence out of date,
equipment.
Thus the proper approach to the cumulation of capital formation intoa
current capital stock - the latter viewed as a productive factor for a society
with a given pattern of tastes- would entail two basic modifications in the
customary procedure, not one. First, the obsolescence charge associated
with technical progress would not be deducted- which would presumably
yield a considerably larger cumulated capital stock than deducting the
entire depreciation charge, the current practice. Second, in converting past
gross capital formation to constant prices for a recent year, the difference
in efficiency in terms of service units per dollar would be allowed for-
which would yield past gross capital formation estimates smaller than those
currently derived and thus reduce the cumulated stock of capital for any
given moment. (If the price base is earlier than the current year, the values
would be higher than those now derived for gross capital formation for68
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periods subsequent to the year usedas base in the constant pricesystem) It would be interesting to tryto find some quantitative devicesby Which these suggestions and questionscould be explored. Theremay possibly be
some rough equivalence between the upwardbias of our priceadjust and the downward bias ofour obsolescence allowances.'
2 LAND
Land and othernonreproducible assets are another kindof puzzle intij5 brief commentwe deal with these assets in theirnarrowest sense, i.e., excluding all man-madeimprovements and installations.
Viewing these assets fromthe standpoint of a nation'seconomy and assuming a valuation inconstant prices, one cansee only three sou of change in them:acquisition or loss through changesin boundaries;acqui. sition, using the term inthe broadest sense, throughdiscovery- either of the assets themselvesor of new uses for them; loss ofexhaustible ass through the attritionof their economicallyvaluable aspects. Allthese changes are relevant ifwe are concerned with changesin the stockof wealth whetheror not they are due to theordinary process ofCCOflOmiC production.
On these criteria, Mr.Goldsmith's estimates ofthe value of landare puzzling. The totalvalue of land in 1929prices rises from about$63 billion in 1896 to about$107 billion in 1928,then drops to about$79 billion in 1948, the lastyear shown (Table 1, B).As far as I know,there wereno ad- ditions to the territoryof the United Statesduring this period(I assume that the stock of wealthrelates, as faras it applies to physicalassets, to those within the continentalUnited States). Therewere no discoveries ofland area previously unknown;and there was, Iassume, no substantialrecession of water, freshor salt. 1-low then couldthe value of theasset, phyII1ly the same throughoutthe period, riseand decline whenexpressed iii &n- stant prices? And ifthese changes invalue were due to theshift from htrm to urban use,or from private to publicuse, i.e., because ofweights of land categories estimateddifferently inassociation with differentuses, have they
'As far as ourprice indexes reflectinput ofresources into capital goodsrather than changes in serviceunits embodied inthem, theoverstatep.nt in the valueof AØast capital unit due to theinadequacy ofour price adjustmen
should roughly eqitl the understatement due todeducting obsolescencecharges associatedwith technical progress If 10 tons ofsteel and I millionhours of laborwent into a steam hammer in both 1880 and1930 and priceswere the same butefficiency increased100 percent, the usualprocedure wouldcount the steam hammerof 1880 as equivaIento that of 1930, thusoverstating its signjficaiy
lOOpercent. Bijt theallowance for obsolescence, if properlymade, should, by1930, bring downthe value of the1880 tool to 50per- cent of its originalvalue. Theobsolescence elementmust, therefore, beretained in depreciation chargesas long as thepresent price adjustntpracIjprevaiJ.
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any meaning as changes in the stockof wealth? (Forests constitute too
small an item to explain the movements of the total)
The solution is obviously connected with one aspect of our price adjust-
ment procedures - their failure to correct for inter-use, interclassprice
differentials for one and the same commodity or service at a given time. In
valuing any aggregate one presumably must try to assign the same price to
the same real unit in space as well as in time. Were this practice followed,
a piece of land having the samedimensions, e.g., a site unit, as another,
would be valued at exactly the same price in the country and in the city, in
a town and in a metropolis, etc.; andshifts in the relative proportion of
use by, say, farmers and in urban communitieswould not alter the total
value of land in constant prices. However, this practice is notfollowed
with respect to either land or other items in either the wealth or thenational
income total. For example, in the final product approach to thelatter,
identical consumer goods, embodying identical services, are valued at one
price when sold in large cities and at another when sold in villages. But
the fact that procedures used for other items are imperfect is not a reason
for erroneous treatment of land. Would it not be better to retain a constant
value, in 1929 prices, for land as long as the area remains constantand
thus eliminate fluctuations that obfuscate the significance of changesin
the real stock of wealth?2
Another puzzle in dealing with nonreproducible assets is connectedwith
changes in value associated with new uses. The discovery of deposits,while
adding to the stock of wealth in a way that may have little to dowith the
ordinary processes of economic production. must presumably betaken
into account, especially if one wishes to deal with changes inwealth as a
productive factor: undiscovered oil in the ground cannot influenceproduc-
tion no matter how much is known about its uses. But let us assumethat
in year 1929 - x deposits of Y barrels were known to exist,that there was
little use for oil, and that it was deemed practically worthless.By 1929
the advance of science and technology had increased the valueof oil, so
that in valuing the stock in the ground for the year 1929 - x at1929
prices we get a sizable block of wealth. What does this stock ofwealth in
1929 prices mean in relation to the national output in year 1929 -x? The
result is absurd: the capital-product ratio in 1929 xwould be extremely
high because a known but useless resource was valued in 1929prices,
whereas the product turned out could not be increased by laterknowledge.
In fact, the reason such absurdities are not common inmeasuring non-
'This does not deny the usefulness of recording shifts of land from rural tourban
use, or within urban communities, and the attendanttransfers of money payments
from buyers to sellers. But these are capital gains, not additions to thereal stock





reproducible assets is that our knowledge about such resources in the
ground is a function of the value we put on them and of the uses wemake
of them. It is, therefore, highly unlikely that there would have beenade.
quate knowledge about the stock of oil resources in the year 1929x. The
Cost or production aspect of obtaining knowledge about nonreproducible
natural resources is stressed because it is applicable also to reproducible
capital assets. Had the valuable uses of the latter not been known,Costly
production factors would not have been devoted to turning themout in
the past.
3 I1ND1NGS
Mr. Goldsmith's findings are so numerous, and each so interesting,that
it is impossible to discuss them at all fully. I therefore confinemyself to a
few brief comments and questions.
a) The value of nonfarm residential structures in 1929prices almost
tripled in 32 years, rising from about $27 billion in 1896to about $75
billion in 1928. For the next 20years it hovers near $75 billion. The value
of nonresidential structures moves similarly: itmore than doubles during
the first three decades and showsno significant rise (in fact, it declines)
during the last two decades. The implicationsare puzzling. Nonfarin popu-
lation increased from about 74 million in1920 to 101 million in 1940,or
over 35 percent; and I assume that the proportionalrise from 1928 to
1948, while perhaps smaller,was certainly not much less than abouta
quarter. Does this mean that theper capita supply of this particular stock
of wealth diminisheda fifth during these twenty years? How could thisbe
borne? Was the relative oversupplybefore the last two decadesso substan-
tial? Granted the possible effectof long construction cycles, WorldWar II.
etc., the almost complete cessationof additions seems to call forscrutiny and explanation.
b) The values in 1929 pricesof nonfarm inventories andthe stock of pro-
ducer durables which, unlessI am mistaken, excludeequipment in the hands of both farmers andgovernment, quintupled from 1896to 1948:
inventories rose from $7.9to $39.7 billion and producerdurables from $11.7 to $57.4 billion(Table 1, B). Ofcourse, each aggregate has itsown
peculiar structure and theycannot be compared directly unlessthe struc- ture of each is known. Butoffhand, one wouldexpect that inventories
would rise less rapidly thanequipment: bettertransportation and commu- nication facilities wouldreduce the need forstocking goods, whereas the increase in producers'equipment would becontinuously stimulated by growing mechanizationand improvement ofdurable capital goods used in the productionprocess.
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the ratio of national wealth to national income and his query whether it
will return to prewar levels suggest that it should have some meaning and
inherent stability. Since the comparison is in current prices and national
wealth includes items whose yield is not included in national income, e.g.,
consumer durables, why should the ratio have any meaning or stability?
However, if wealth is confined to reproducible capital used in production,
and both it and national income are measured in constant prices, there
are grounds for assuming that the ratio would move relatively slowly. The
grounds cannot be given in detail here: they lie largely in the tendency for
factors that make the capital-output ratio rise (e.g., a decline in the secular
rate of increase in total output compared with the past) to be offset by
factors that make it go down (e.g., a decline in the secular ratio of net
capital formation to national product) .
4 THE P1 PROCEDURE
I share Mr. Goldsmith's enthusiasm for the perpetual inventory procedure
as an effective way of making continuous wealth estimates, and linking
them properly with those of national income or product. But my ardor is
dampened by several considerations.
As Mr. Goldsmith himself recognizes, nonreproducible assets cannot
be handled by this procedure since current production is not involved.
This, from many standpoints, is the least damaging qualification, largely
because most interest in measuring and analyzing national wealth attaches
to the part that represents renroducible capital.
Perhaps more than Mr. Goldsmith, I am impressed with the margins of
error that necessarily attach to some important components of reproducible
capital. In the nature of the case rather than because of any lacunae in the
data, depreciation charges in any cumulation of past capital formation are a
rough estimate subject to potentially large errors which can not be discov-
ered until long after the current charge has been made. The P1 procedure
does not lend itself easily to the discovery and account of such errors: in-
deed, it invites cumulation of current charges, and hence of any errors they
contain. Other illustrations of possible errors are omissions and biases due
to the need for continuous information, e.g., the neglect of land improve-
ments and of soil exhaustion presumably because continuous information
cannot be obtained, although spotty intermittent data perhaps could.
The danger is obvious. If we rely on the P1 procedure too long without
checking against some estimate of the stock of wealth based upon a com-
prehensive cross-section inventory, substantial errors in the components,
if not in the totals, may accumulate.
See my paper (unpublished) on the capitatoutput ratio for the Conference on the




c) In view of these possibledangers in the P1 proccdure,its valueseen to me somewhat lessthan Mr. Goldsmithsuggests - perhaps
because he keeps his eyes rivetedupon a businesslike system ofincome andbalance sheet accounts,whereas my interest is primarilyin the stock ofwealth as an economic and socialcategory, as a productive factoroperatingWithin the institutionalframework of our nationaleconomy. Consideringthe possible errors inany estimate of productive wealth,errors due toinherent uncertainties in derivingthe magnitude of whatis, in and ofitself, along term phenomenon, I havelittle enthusiasm forestimates of wealthat fre- quent intervals. Ican see much value inobserving at shortintervalsas precisely as possiblehow much of currentproduct is divertedfromcurrent consumption and addedto the stock of wealth, butnot in estimatingannu- ally the stock ofwealth viewedas a productive factor(as distinctfrom a balance sheet neededfor tracing thesources and uses of funds).As apro- ductive factornational wealth isessentially somethingrelated toa long term future andcan be studied only interms of a long ternipast. Because of this basiclong term scale ofreference, I find itsomewhatincongruous to measure nationalwealth, say, annually.If this judgmentis valid, the fact that the P1procedure permitsannual or biennialestimates isno great advantage.
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REPLY
Professor Kuznets' remarks are as usual pertinent, penetrating, and orig-
inal. As far as they deal with the problem of depreciation on a philosophi-
cal level, which is well beyond the scope of my paper, I need not take a
stand on them, except possibly to hope that the two types of deviation from
recorded depreciation, into which he delves so deeply, will to a large extent
offset each other, so that the figures with which we actually have to work
may not be as bad as one might fear on first reading his note.
Confining attention, then, to the comments on the estimates, I agree
with Professor Kuznets' uneasiness about the treatment of the value of
Land in 1929 prices. The fluctuations in this item in Table 1 are due to the
peculiar method of estimation I felt compelled to adopt, i.e., linking land
to structure value. This approach still seems reasonable to me if applied to
current prices. In deriving deflated national wealth estimates, however, it
seems preferable to carry land throughout the period at its value onthe
base date, making allowance, if this can be done statistically, for only land
improvements and soil deterioration.
In the case of nonfarm residential structures, on the other hand, I feel
that the P1 estimates present essentially the true picture. The failure of
nonfarm residential structures, in 1929 prices, to rise for 20 years after
1928 is due to heavy depreciation accruals, not to absence of new con-
struction or to demolition. The average age of the stock of residential
buildings rose, as did its physical size, measured, e.g., in rooms; and its
use value probably grew almost as much as its size since anolder structure
may provide nearly as good shelter, if adequatelymaintained and reno-
vated, as a newer one. The decline in the value of residential structures per
person, therefore, does not indicate a proportionatedeterioration in hous-
ing standards and it is not necessary to square the P1 figures with data on
density of occupation and vacancies. If an explanation is to be sought for
the discrepancy between a decline in the value of residential buildings per
person and the maintenance of housing standards it isthe assumption of
continuous straight-line depreciation. and possibly the applicationof too
high a rate of depreciation.
Fmally, I am in complete agreement with Professor Kuznets, and hopeI
have made this clear in my paper, that the P1 must be checkedcontinu-
ously against estimates of total national wealth and its componentsderived
by other methods, and particularly against figures that represent, or are
derived from, direct records of current values of wealth.
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